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CHAPTER là DITERHATIOHAL LABOUR ORGAHISATIOM,
DISIA - JURE 1963,

11» Political Situation and Administrative Action»

Constitution ( Seventeenth Amendment )BillB1965 »

Shri Asoke K* Sen, Minister for Law, Govern
ment of Podia, introduced in Lok Sabha on 6 May 
1963, a Bill further to amend the Constitution 
of India, According to the Statement of Objects 
and Reasons of the Bill, the Kerala Agrarian 
Relations4«ct,1961 was struck down by the Supreme 
Court in its applicationto ryotwari lands 
transferred from the State w Madras to Kerala* 
The Act was further struck down by the High Court 
of Kerala in its application to lands other than 
estates in Malabar and Travancore, It was held 
that the provisions of the Act were violative 
of articles 14, 19 and 31 of the Constitution 
and that the protection of article 31A of the 
Constitution was not available to those lands, 
as they were not estates..

The protection of article 31A is available 
only in respect of such tenures as were estates 
on. the 26th January 1950, when, the Constitution 
came into force;*' The expression ’’estate” has 
been defined differently in different States and, 
as abesult of the transfer of land from one State 
to another on account of the reorganisation of 
States;, the expression has come to bse defined 

differently in different parts of the same State;, 
Moreover., many of the land reform enactments 
relate to lands which are not included in an 
estate.* Xt isj therefore., proposed to amend the 
definition of ’’estatett in Article 31A of the 
Constitution by including therein lands held 

“«nder ryotwari settlement and also other lands 
in respect of which provisions are normally made 
in land*- reform, enactments* It is alsfr proposed 
to amendtheHinth Schedule' by including therein 
the S^ate enactments relating to land reform in 
order to remove any uneretainty or doubt that ; 
may arise in regard totheirvalidityj The Bill 
seeks to achieve these.objeotBJ



Tie Bill seeks to substitute sub clause(a) 
of clause 2 of article 31A of the Constitution, 
by tlxe following sub clause -

♦(a) the expression "estate” shall, in 
relation to any local areg, have the sane 
aeandng as that expression or its local equivalent 
has hi the existing law relating to land tenures 
in force in that area and shall also include-

(i) any jagir, inam or muafi or other similar 
•in—the- grant and in the State of Madras and Kerala, 
any jamnam right;

(ii) any land held under ryotwari settlement;
(iii) any land held or let for purposes of 

agriculture* or for purposes ancillary thereto, 
inoluding waste land, forest land, land for 
pasture and sites of buildings and other structures 
occupied by cultivators of land, agricultural 
labourers and village artisans.®

In the ninth Schedule to the Constitution 
listing acts relating to land reforms» it is 
proposed to add 124 acts of States legislatures»

(She Gasette of India, Extraordinary*
Part II,8ec*2, 6 W 1962,pp^427-456)^

«!♦
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25» Wage-Earners» Organisations,

India - June 1965»

Seventh Annual Convention of the National
Federation of Indian liailwavmen, Hew Delhi,

' 1 June 19&57^

The Seventh Annual Convention of the 
National Federation of Indian Railwaymen was 
held at New Delhi on 1 June 1963« The Conven
tion was inaugurated by Shri G-.L. Nanda,Union 
Minister for labour and Employment and Planning 
and presided over by Shri Vasavada, the 
President of the Federation,

Inaugural speech,- Inaugurating the 
Conference, Shri Gulsarilal Nanda, Union Minister 
for labour and Employment and Planning, emphasised 
that the smooth running of the Railways was 
absolutely essential for the speedy expansion 
of economic growth. The Minister recalled the 
difficulties experienced recently by industries 
owing to non-availability of coal which was carried 
by the Railways from the collieries to the 
consumers* Shri Nanda said that the dissatis
faction of the railwaymen should be ended so that 
better understanding could prevail between the 
officers and other staff. He said there was no 
difference between the public and private sectors. 
It was wrong to say that the employees of public 
sector undertgjcin gs had less f reedom and facili
ties., ”The public sector should be a model to 
all others”, he addedi Shri Nanda suggested 
that the workers and the people, in general, 
should help in keeping prices of food grains, 
clothing an d other necessities of life at a 
reasonable level by developing consumer resistance.



Presidential address.- Shri B.H. Vasavada,
President of the Pederation in his presidential 
address to the Convent ion, desoribed how the 
Industrial Truce Resolution passed during the 
Rational Emergency had been implemented by the 
Railway workers. He said railway worte rs had 
not indulged in any strikes nor had they raised 
any fresh disputes. On all the Railways, the 
workers kept the railways running at top efficiency 
and collected millions of rupees towards the 
Rational Defence Pund. In pursuance of the 
resolution of the Rational Federation of Indian 
Railwaymen Working Committee, the Sailwaymen 
wanted to contribute towards RationalDefence 
Certificates also, but impediments were placed 
in their way to do so by the administration 
and workers were disappointed. On all the 
Railways, workers had expressed a desire that 
they should be permitted to w ork extra hours 
or extra days. Shri Vasavada regretted that 
the administration was very indifferent in getting 
more work from the workers. The authorities 
also failed to give facilities to the workers 
in the purchase of Rational Defence Certificates 
and make to settle pending disputes. Shri Vasavada 
pointed out that how even before accepting tte 
Industrial Truce Resolution, the Union Home 

Minister had announced in Parliament that a 
machinery would be set up to settle the disputes 
but the Government had neither carried out the 
promise given before the Emergency, nor respected 

te the spirit of the Industrial Truce Resolution. 
The President appealed to the Government to 
accept and practice the principle of arbitration 
in the field of industrial relations^ He pointed 
out to the Government that no new legislation 
was necessary for establishing peace on the 
Railways» The Industrial Disputes Act was in 
force and it was applicable to Mian Railways^
He requested the Government to operate the 
provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act on 
the Indian RailwaysIf this step was taken,, 
not only would peace’prevail on Railways, but 
the entire climate of industrial relations would 
be changed for the better^ Speaking about-the 
rising price trends, Shri Vasavada said that 
It was the duty of the Government to see that 
prices of food, clothing,, and other necessities ? 
of life remained at reasonable and steady level,
If the Government failed in their duty in stabi
lising the prices of these essential items at 
reasonable level* the working classes and the 
middle classes in the; country would be put to 
untold hardships- and the entire economic structure 
would be adversely affected^ If there; was short 
supply of any material^equltable distribution 
must be assured»5 If there was profiteering»
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it should be curbed immediately and effectively.
The Government should be ready to open as many 
fair price shops as were necessaiy to hold tha 
price line. Shri Vasavada suggested that if 
the consumer found that prices were rising 
unreasonably high, he should individually or 
collectively decide not to buy the particular 
commodity for some time and this would bring 
down the prices immediately. Such resistance 
could easily be generated by organised weteers-^ 
workers. They might refuse to buy, but they 
need not go without that commodity. With their 
organisational skill, theM could set up consumers* 
cooperatives, and it was the declared policy of 
Government to render all assistance to consumers* 
cooperatives. It would be worthwhile making 
experiments in this field by starting such 
consumer stores on each Railway,

The President regretted that the system 
of contract labour still continued on the 
Railways, He assured the workers who suffered 
on account of this system that he would not ' 
rest content till this system was abolished^

General Secretary’s report.- Shri A.P,Sharma, 
General Secretary of the Federation presented his 
annual report to the Convention, In his report, 
the General Secretary described as ’discouraging* 
the entire labour policy of the public-sector 
undertakings, including the Railways, This policy, 
he said,' was marked by indifference to the imple
mentation of labour laws, reluctance to provide 
arbitration for settlement of industrial disputes 
and a ’casual attitude* towards organised labour. 
Par from acting as model employers, the public- 
sector undertakings were denying the workers even 
the privileges that the private sector was allowing*

He accused the Railway Administration of’ 
having taken no steps during the emergency to 
enlist the co-operation of labour in the fields 
of production and economyd On the other hand, 
indiscriminate punishments were being Inflicted 
in the name of disciplined Describing the . 
negotiating machinery as "too inadequate” for 
sottlingdisputesyShri Sharma said that there 
would be no Justice and fairplay for the employees 
so long as the principle of arbitration was not 
accepted tod ' . ' ■ . - ’
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Besolutlono.- Among others, the Convention 
adopted resolutions on holding the price-line, 
arbitration, labour relations during national 
Emergency and Code of Discipline.

Expressing its grave concern at the steadily 
rising prices, the Convention felt that with the 
additional taxation on consumer goods prices were 
bound to rise further. The resolution urged that 
if the Government did not hold the price-line in 
check, persons with fixed incomes belonging to 
the poorer and middle classes of the society would 
be put to untold hardships and the burden of 
additional taxation on the section of the society 
would prove to be disproportionately heavy. The 
Convention urged upon the Government to take 
immediate steps to curb the rise in prices by 
pitting down with firm hands profiteering and 
hoarding, by rushing supplies to the scarcity 
areasand assuring their equitable distribution. 
Commending the opening of fair price shops by the 
Government the resolution considered it necessary 
that quick action should be taken by opening 
larger number of fair-price shops so that the 
people could be assured of essential consumer 
articles at least at reasonable prices*

By another resolution the Convention concluded 
that unless the principle of arbitration was agreed 
to by the Administration* industrial peace would be 
difficult to be maintained, the status of workers 
in the industry would not rise above that of a 
wage-slave and the contents of freedom and democracy 
would not have reached them. While pointing^it 
out to the Government that the Bailwaymen wecre 
getting more and more impatient to get arbitration, 
the Convention emphatically impressed upon the 
Government that it would not be conducive to the 
interests of either the workers or the Administration 
or the community at large to delay any further their 
acceding to the principles of arbitration^

The resolution on labour delations during 
^rational Emergency urged upon the Bailway Administra-, 
tion: (a) to implement fully the Industrial Truce 
Resolution of n November 1962 by redressing expedi
tiously the grievances of the staff and offering 
to promptly settle aH Industrial disputes by 
negotiatings, and failing that by re course to , 
arbitration; (b) to establish a suitable machinery 
without any loss of time to secure closer cooperation 
with the organised labour in matters of production, 
economy and other vital; matters at all levels of 
the Administration! and (o) iiot to depart from TO® 
existing practices; unilaterally without holding prior 
consultât ions with the organised,labour^



The resolution on the Code of 
Discipline urged upon the Bailway Ministry to 
accept the Code of Discipline based on the 
recommendations of the 15th Indian Labour 
Conference and thus pave way for permanent 
industrial peace and hairaony.

The following office bearers were elected 
for the next year:-

President - yhri S.R. Vasavada(re-elected)• 

General Secretary - Shri A.P. Sharma(re-elected)

(The Timesof India, 
Documents received

2 June 1965
this i.«

«



35. Productivity,
India - June 1965.

Measures Taken to Reduce Costs in Industry
in Indias Study by Ministry of Labour and

Employment.

Introduction,- In order to prepare and work 
out plans of reduction of costs» it is most necessary 
to have data regarding post structure industry-wide 
and unit-wise* While some published^ata relating 
to cost structure are available industry-wise » only 
very scant data are available regarding individual 
enterprises? The main sources for data relating to 
cost structure are the Census of Indian Manufactures» 
the Annual Survey of Industries» fie ports of tie 
Tariff Commission» the broohure on Principal Public 
Sector Undertakings in India published by the Central 
Statistical Organisation and the Eeserve Bank of 
India studies on Piaances of the Joint Stock Companies 
in India? Bata relating to cost structure under 
the following main heads were being published in the 
Census of Indian Manufactures2 (a) Salaries and
Wagest (b) Materials» Puel»etc?; (c) Depreciation;
(d) Em-Fgctory Value of Output, under (a) aad(b) 
further break ups are available^ The Census of 
Indian Manufacturers covered 28industries* Data 
relating to individual enterprises aré not published* 
Pigures are published State—Wise and some inter—State 
comparisons are»: there for e, possible;*

The cost structure for a few selected industries 
worked out f roit the Annual Survey of industries 
is given in t he fc^ovnng table j^;



1
Industry Total Sàiarie s, Mater i- Fuel Other

Wages
and
Bene fits•

als. Eie ct—Espen—
ricity
and
Lubri
cants.

ses.

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 .ATT Indus tries (200 indust- 100 17.1 62.9 4.7 15.3

ries covered by the Survey ) «
2.Iron & Steel. 100 16.6 47.9 10.1 25.4
3»Iron & Steel Castings and

Forgings » 100 20.5 58.6 6.4 14.5
4.Iron & Steel Structurais. 100 26.3 60.6 2.0 11.1
¿.Iron & Steel Pipes. 100 13.7 67.0 375 15.8
6 .Ron-ferrous metalB &

alloys. 100 11.2 61.2 4.6 23.0
7 .Metal containers & Steel

trunks. 100 15.5 68.6 1.0 14.9
8 .Bolts, Ruts, Rails« Screws ,

etc. 100 15 ¿9 5779 2.7 2-375
9.Huricane Lanterns. 100 17.8 64.8 1.2 16.2

10.Internal Combustion
Engines. 100 14.9 53.9 2.6 2876

ll.Machine Tools., t 100 2972 36.7 5.3 3o;8
12 .Agricultural Impéments. 100 2072 50.0 2.7 27.1
13 .Equipment for Generation^ 

end Distribution of Eie etri«
city. 100 21,0 66.7 1.1 11 ¿2

14.Electric Motors, 100 19.0 5978 1.3 1979
15 .Electric Fans, 100 2072 64.5 1.3 14.0
16.Electric Lamps.. 100 1973 57# 472 19.1
17 «Electrical Cabbies and

Wires7 100 774 6970 172 2274
18 .Manufacture of Motor

i Vehicles. 100 12.2 65.0 1.2 21.6
19.Repairs of Motor Vehicles* 100 3377 56.2 3,¿3 678

Specific Elements of Cost.-« In I960 the 
National Council of Applied Economic Research made a 
study of depreciation and replacement practices in 
four industries — ¿rute. Sugar# Cement and Chemical 
Fertilisers* ' \

The study revealed that in regard to repairs 
and maintenance^ each industry, indeed each film,, j
has its own problems^ ; Abtudy of the consolidated 
balance sheet data for 57 iüfe mills for the year. J 
1956-57 showed that the total expenditure on repairs '
and maintenance was 772. per cent7 of the net Value . ;
of all fixed assets (excluding land)* Expenditure 
on repairs and maintenance* as a precentage of the ;
net valtte of the corresponding assets in regard to !
Jute » Sugart,Cement and Chemical Fertiliser industries 
is #hown in the statement below:—



Expend iture on Kepairs and Maintenance As a 
Percentage of Net Value of the Corresponding

AssetsB 1956-57.

Industry Expenditure on repair and maintenance of
All fixed Buildings. Plant and Other
assets. Machinery. Assets.

Jute . — 7.2
p

3.0
FP

6.9
%

17 ¿5
Sugar. 5.9 5.1 6.5 4;6
Cement. — 3.4 1.2 6.7 0.2
fertilisers.— 5.5 1.6 7.1 0.3

Be pre ctxat ion.- The findings of the study in 
Regard to depreciation were that the rates charged 
by companies varied from 2% per cent, to 10 per cent, 
in the case of factory, building and 3 per cent . to 
15 per cent, in the case of plant and machinery.
The depreciation formula followed by most companies 
is a fixed percentage of the written-down-value of 
an ag«et. While estimating depreciation the companies 
do not make any allowance for rising prices of 
machinery. It was also found that the replacement 
funds are often mixed up with the general reserve.

The National Council in its Seport emphasised the 
importance of depreciation as an item of cost of 
business over and above the cost of repairs and 
maintenance and recommended that depreciation 
allowances to cover replacement cost of the fixed 
assets of a firm should be made legally obligatory.
In estimating the replacement cost any' increases 
in the price of the relevant assets should be taken 
into account-.;

Modernisation and expansion have to Oe distingui
shed from replacement... While replacement must be 
financed through depreciation allowances collected 
over the life of the assets from gross profit, 
modernisation and expansion should be a charge on 
net profit or financed by loans or new capital 
issues*

fringe Bene fit in labour Cost.- The Employers1 
federation of India has recently brought out a ; 
monograph an fringe Benefits in Indian Industry.•
In this study the! federation has made an attempt ’ 
to draw the conclusion' that■ whioh. when account is 
taken of all the fringe; payments made by employers, 
hotk direct and indirect, Ihdia appears to be one of 
the high wage cost countries*; Ther survey, however, 
has not even touched upon the: sub je ct Of total wage 
costs let alone making comparisons^,; Accordingto the 
Survey which relates; to t he year I960 fringe benefits 
account for 21*3 per\ cent^ 4>f the total wage bill.’
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According to the Census of Indian Manufacturers 
(1958), however, fringe benefits fom only 6.09 
per cent, of the wage bill. The Reserve Bank Survey 
(1959) indicated that fringe benefits item 8.55 
per cent, of the wage bill, While bonus, retirement 
benefits,etc,, are excluded from fringe benefits in 
the Census of Mian Manufactures they are included 
in the federation’s Survey, In any case, it is only 
the total wage cost and not any inter ne importance 
of one element of the wage cost as compared to 
another that is more significant to a study of cost 
structure. Moreover, in the present context it is 
important that cost reduction should be secured 
without touching upon various elements of labour 
T20St,

Reduction of Cost.- The attempts made so far 
in the direction of Cost Seduction are briefly 
described in the following paragraphs«

_L.
Stiidy Groups of Rational Productivity Council.- 

The Hsu ionsl ' Prod net iv ity Council has constituted 
five Productivity Study Croups to make an Intensive 
studs’- of all factors and aspects affecting productivity 
of certain industries with a view to suggesting 
measures that will increase productivity and reduce 
manufacturing costs. The industries are:

( i ) Cement, ( i i ) Jute, ( iii ) Sayón, ( iv )Bieycle s, 
(v) Electrical Transformers and Motors^ The terms 
of reference f or the Study Croups are broadly: (1) To 
determine the factors affecting productivity and cosi? 
of manufacture* To classify these factors with a View 
to determining what factors are within the control 
of the enterprise (internal factors) what are beyond 
its control (external factors) and what factors are 
important needing special and immediate attention^
(2) To developse» indices for evaluating the operating 
efficiencies of the industry. To (determine these 
indices and manufacturing cost for various units, 
compare them with those obtaining in Japan,Europe 
and America, if possible, and to explain the variance 
between unitsg. 15) To dèfihè the scope of cost 
reduction and increase in productivity undjsuggest 
measures necessary for bringing this about^ (4; 2o , > 
select areas -theredetailed studies on technicaland 
technological aspects of thè operations may be of 
greatest advantage in reducing the cost and increasing 
productivity.* To make intensive studies in those 
areas and suggest specific and practical measures 
for effeting improvements^ These areas, may include 
range and design of products j material utilisation 
and inventory;. manufacture of by-products; performance 
of processes, machines and equipment;? maintenance 
and machinery replacement polities: consumption of 
powey, fueljprooess liquids and gases; materials 
handling and*' plant layout}inspection and quality - 
control methods,etc*; (5) To study productivity and



utilisation of manpower at all levels, effectiveness 
of wage payment system, employe e-employer relations 
and employee amenities and suggest improvements.
(6) To study organisational structure, adequacy of 
supervision, utility of various planning and control 
systems and other management techniques and suggest 
measures for effecting improvements.

In a statement before the second meeting of the 
Board of Trade held in Calcutta In July 1962, the 
Chairman of the National Productivity Council announced 
that the preliminary examination by the Study Groups 
had disclosed that with the application of proper 
techniques a reduction in cost to the extent of 15 
to 20 per cent,could be achieved in many eases. In 
the industries under examination, a large number of 
units did not come up to the minimum standard of 
efficiency.

It is understood that the reports relating to 
rayon and cement are nearly ready? and other reports 
are under preparation.

Planning Commission's Scheme The Committee 
on Plan Projects lias d"rawn up ~a_Schemo of Cost 
Seduction. Although the Scheme is intended primarily 
for application in the Construction Indus try, some of 
the techniques suggested could be applied in other 
industries also. The salient points disbussed in 
the Scheme and its maf$ features ares

(i) Cost Reduction is not an individual or 
institutional responsibility, Effective cost 
réduction can be secured only by a team or group 
approach*

(ii) Any rational decision on requirements, would 
involve a detailed study of the problem not only , from 
the technial aspects but also' from the organisational 
and functional aspects-^ ( ’

(iii) Time cycle of operation is a factory 
affecting cost. Detailed method studies can help 
bring about cost reduction by reducing the operation 
time cydeg " . '

(iv) There can be several factors which halt 
proanttion and the material tobe processed has to 
wait at different points before it could be taken 
throng further Stages of processing. Elimination. 
of delays leads not only to quicker turnover j but 
elso to reduced cost of in-process, inventory^.



(v) Another fruitful area for cost reduction 
ia Inventory Llanagement. The primary objectives of 
invent ox’y management are:

(a) to m inimise idlè time caused by 
shortages of raw materials and spare 
parts and to maximise customer service;

(b) to keep down capital investment in 
inventories, inventory^carry ing~C03t 
and ohsolescene losses»

The purpose of both the objectives is coût 
reduction,

(vi) Planning of Personnel requirements in a 
scientific way is also important in the scheme of 
Cost Reduction,

In a memorandum on Reduction in Cost of Major 
Construction Projects, the Planning Commission has 
emphasised the need for each Executive Head of the 
Project to have some administrative and technical, 
units to assist him. One of the technical units is 
a Cost Seduction unit. Its function will be the 
constant look out for areas or specific points,
SBtion at which will result in reduction in cost 
without impairing functional efficiency, It will 
continuously analyse factors affecting cost, 
recommend suitable adjustments from time to time in 
respect of materials, techniques,sequence of 
construction,procedures and organisation, evaluate 
the results of such ad justments and keep a watch on 
the progress of action towards achieving economies 
in construction costs,

Board of Trade,-» The Board of Trade set up 
in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry has been 
considering proposals for a cost reduction programme 
for principal export industries, The Ministry of 
Commerce and industry have emphasised the need for 
the organisations associated with different branches 
of the e oonomy to come forward and accept a large 
share of responsibility for identifying elements 
in the cost situation and suggesting specific 
measures required for reduction of cost as well as 
in implementing such measures^

At the second meeting of the Board on the 
6th July 1962, it was decided to set up a permanent 
Committee for the purpose" with full-time Officers 
The Committee will have a Chairman who has consider-« 
able experience in cost accounting, and its “reports 
to Government will be confidential* The Committee 
will work in close coordination with the Tariff , 
Commission and the Ministry of Pinance^ The repre
sentatives of the moderation of Indian Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry and of the Associated Chamberrrf* Rnmnarina ■mnlnnmnil nnnpi+4+11+4 r»n r»-P 4iV»O fln'niTni'fctRf»



and offered full cooperation in its working.
Emergency Production Committee.*- The Emergency 

Production Committee has prepared a paper on “Han 
of Reduction of Cost15 which has been circulated to 
State Governments for necessary action. The action 
taken by the Emergency Production. Committee at the 
State level as well as Emergency Production Committees 
at the Enterprise level, the methods suggested and 
followed and the results achieved will constitute 
a ugeful field of study.

The studies carried out by Rr, S.T, Kerani 
in Russia give valuable guidgnce on the approach, 
to the subject of Reduction of Costs,

«X»
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36« Wages,
India - June 1963,

/xInterim Wage Increase grated to Employees in
Coffee Plantation Industry«

A Resolution dated 30 April 1963 of the 
Ministry of labour and Employment says that 
the Central Soa Wage Board for coffee planta
tion industry, at its meeting held on 19 
October 1962 /at Coimbatore, made recommenda
tions for grant of interim wage increase in 
the coffee estates in Mysore, Kerala and in 
the districts of Eilgiri, Coimbatore, Salem 
and Madurai in the Madras State« The recommenda
tions were accepted by Government by their 
Resolution Eo» WB~3(53)/62, dated 24 November 
1962«

The Board has also considered the question 
of interim wage increase in the coffee estates 
in other areas of Madras State and its recommenda
tions on thesubject are given below« The Govern
ment has decided to accept the Board’s recommenda
tions and to request the employers to implement 
the same as early as possible«

Re commend ati ons«— When making recommenda
tions for interim wage increase, the Board had 
not made any recommendations in respect of 
estates situated in certain areas of Madras 
State« The Board has now considered the question 
and recommends the undermentioned interim wage 
increase of Madras State other than estates in 
the districts of Eilgiri, Coimbatore, Salem 
and Madras?-

1»= Estates of 100 planted acres
Men  - 10 nP«
Women —— 8 nP«
Adolescents —- 6 nP.
Children — 5 nP«

2« Estates having less" than 100
Men 8 nP.
Women j 4 nP.
Adolescents — 4 nP«-
Children -—■ • 3 nP.

and above: 
per day/ 
per day« 
per day« 
per day»

O>CZU;4
planted. Areas:
per day; 
per day« 
per day« 
per day«'



II, The clerical employees (off ice,medical, 
education and field staff) will he given an 
interim wage increase shown below:—

(a) hi gardens of 300 acres and above 
Rs,9 per month,

(h) In gardens of less than 300 acres 
Es,7,5O nP. per month,

III, The c ategories of employees which do 
not come either under labour or under clerical 
employees, will he treated for the purpose of 
interim wage increase in the same manner as they 
are treated for the purpose of annual bonus,

IV, m the case of m ixed tea-cum-coffee or 
rubber-cum-coffee estates to which the tea or 
rubber interim increase does not apply and has 
not been paid and where only the statutory 
minimum wage is paid$ such estates shall be 
treated as coffee estates and paid the coffee 
interim increase,,

X, The interim increase recommended herein 
shall take effect from 10 August 1962 and is 
to be in ; add it ion to the wage prevailing on 
that day,

VI, These recommendations are only interim 
and are v/ithout prejudice to the final recommenda
tions, Hence the amount of interim increase 
will be shown as a separate item, till the final 
recommendations are made and thereafter such 
final recommendations will prevail;«

(The Gazette of India, Part I,Sec«1, 
11 May 1963, page 216 )ï ç f

♦Il*



Wage Board for Iron Ore Mining Industry
get up.

A Resolution dated 5 May 1965 of the Ministry 
of labour and Employment says that in pursuance 
of the recommendation contained in para 25 of 
Chapter XXVII of the Second Pive Year Plan, and 
in para 20 of Chapter XV &£ the Third Pive Year 
p^an, the Government of India has decided to sety 
up a Wage Board for the Iron Ore Mining Industiy.

The Board consists of two members each 
representing' employers, workers and independent 
persons with Shri L,P. Dave as Chairman«

The following will be the terms of reference 
of the Wage Board’s -

(a) To determine the categories of employees 
(manual, clerical,supervisory,etc.) who 
should be brought within the scope of the 
proposed wage fixation,

(b) To work out a wage structure based on the 
principles of fair wages as set forth in 
the report of the Committee on Pair Wages,

ExplanationIn evolving a wage structure, 
the Board should, in addition to the consideration 
relating to fair wages, also take into accounts*»

(i) the special features of the iron ore 
mining industry;

(ii) the needs of the industry in a developing 
economy;

(ill) the requirements of social justice; <
(iv) the impact of the wage structure so evolved, 

on the cost of production of industries 
consuming iron ore; ?

(v) the need for adjusting wage differentials 
in such a manner as to provide incentives 
to' workmen for advancing their skill;

(Vi) the desirability of extending the system 
of payment by results |

Explanation:- m applying the system of payment 
by results, the Board shall keep in view the need 
for fixing a minimum (fall back) wage and also to 
safeguard against over work and undue speed«;



(c) To consider the demands for the
introduction of a gratuity scheme on 
an industry-wise basis.

The headquarters Of the Wage Board will 
be located at Calcutta?

(The G-asette of India,Part'I,Sec.lf 
18 May 1963, page 222 ).



V/age Board for Limestone and Dolomite Industries
"'setup,' -

A Resolution dated 3 Hay 1965 of the ministry 
of labour and Employment says that in pursuance 
of the recommendation contained in para 25 of 
Chapter YYYII of the Second Five Year Flan, and 
in para 20 of Chapter XV cbS the Third Five Year 
Plan, the Government of India has decided to 
set up a Wage Board for the limestone and 
Dolomite Mining Industries?

The Board consists bf two members each 
representing the employers, workers and Independent 
persons with Shri L.F, Dave as Chairman?

The terms of reference to the Boar& sre 
similar to the terms of reference to the Board 
for Iron Ore Mining Industry detailed in the 
previous page of this Report?

(The Ganette of India,Fart I,Sec>l, 
18 May 1963, page 222 )?

*1»



Interim Wage Increase to Workers in Coffee
Plantation Industry in Mysore State

granted«

A Resolution dated 22 June 1963 of the 
Ministiy of Baboum and Employment says that 
the Central Wage Board for Coffee Plantation 
Industry, at its meeting held on 19 October 
1962, at Coimbatore, made recommendations for 
grant of interim wage increase to workers In the 
coffee estates in Iáysore, Kerala and in certain 
districts of Madras.» The recommendations were 
accepted by Government by thsir Eesolution Bo. 
W.B»-3(53)/62, dated 24 Bovember 1962»

The Board has also considered the question 
of interim wage inereage to certain non-staff 
categories of workers in the Coffee Plantation 
Indus try in Mysore State and its recommendations 
on the subject, are given below»

The Government has decided to accept the 
Boardts recommendations and to request the 
employers to implement the s&me as early as 
possible»

Re commendations.- After the Board made its 
recommendations about the interim wage increase 
for workers employed in Coffee Plantation industry 
by its decision dated 19 October 1962, a representa 
tion has been received byihe Wage Board about 
certain practical difficulties experienced in 
f£he application of these recommendations to certain 
non-staff categories of workers such as vehicle 
drivers, mechanics and fitters in Coffee Planta
tion in Mysore State.* Agreements have been arrived 
at be tweed Mysore State Planters* Association and 
the Estate Staff Union of South India on this 
point and have been placed before the BoardThe 
Board, after’ considering the question in all 
aspe cts, accepts the agreements and mod if ie s/ 
amplifies its aforesaid recommendations in so far 
as they relate to non-staff categories of workers 
in Coffee Plantations in Mysore State as under:—



(a) A sum of Rs.4 (Rupees four only) per 
month per monthly rated workerand a 
sum of 0.15 nP. (fifteen Haya Paige 
only) per day per daily rated worker 
will "be paid to the non-staff categories 
of workers such as vehicle drivers, 
mechanicas and fitters as interim
wage increase from 10 August 1962s

(b) This interim increase in wages will 
not qualify for calculation of dearness 
allowance.

(The Oasette of India,Bart X.Sec.l, 
29 dune 1965, page 256 ),“



59* International Economic Relations»
India - June 1963.

Barter deal concluded Between India and U*S»A*:
Indian Strategic Materials' to Exchange for PZsY

Cotton and Barm Products»

An agreement was signed Between India and 
U*S,A. in Washington on 27 June 1963 5 providing 
for the Barter of a record Breaking quantity of 
U»S* cotton and possibly other Ü.S* farm products 
in exchange for strategic materials from India.
The agreements given a value of G40 million was 
signed By U*S. Secretary of Agriculture Orville 
D* Freeman and Indian Ambassador B*K* Hehru in 
the Secretary’s Office*

The Barter deal w ill provide for send ing 
to India up to 300,000 Bales of cotton and 
possibly some other farm surplus products'.

The United States will get in turn, high- 
carbon ferromanganese. Beryl ore and mica# These 
materials will Become the property of thé U.S* 
Agriculture Department »s Commodity Credit Corpora
tion, vhich v/ül supply the cotton and other farm 
products. In addition, th± approximately 336,000 
short tons of Indian manganese ore to.Be imported 
under the Barter deal will Be processed entirely 
By U.S. industry into about 155,000 short tons 
of high carbon ferromanganese and about 10,000 
short tons of manganese metal.

(The Hindustan Times, 29 June,1963)7
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42, Co-operation,

India - June 1963»

Study Group to examine Working of Cooperatives
in lion-agricultural Credit Sector get up.

A Notification dated 31 May 1963 of the 
Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation 
says that non-agricultural credit societies 
consisting of urban cooperative banks and employees 
credit societies have made remarkable progress in 
some States but the development of such s ocieties 
in the country has been uneven* These societies 
are the most suitable agencies for serving the 
credit needs of the urban middle-class and there 
is considerable scope for expanding their activity. 
It has therefore been decided to appoint a study 
group to examine the working of cooperatives in 
the non-agricultural credit sector and to suggest 
measures to ensure their sound and speedy growth.

The Study Group consists of six members with 
Shri V.P, Vardej Chairman, Sarswat Cooperative Bank 
Ltd. Gir gaum, Bombay, as chairman? The terms of 
reference of the study group will be as follows;-

(a) to examine the present patterns ôf organisa
tion and working of non-agricultural credit societies 
including urban cooperative banks and employees 
credit societies 5

(b) to recommend specific measures for their 
promotion and development on sound lines»

(c) to indicate programmes and physical targets 
for the organisation of such cooperatives during the 
third and the fourth Plans and

(d) to recommend steps for close inter-relation
ship between cooperatives in this field with otte r 
fields of cooperative activity, e.g.,, the cooperative 
banking structure and industrial cooperatives?

The study group shall renort as early as 
possible.; ~

(The Gasette of India, Part I,Sec?l, 
15 June 1963, page 240 )?



Progress of Consumer Cooperative* Reviewed

Steady progress has been made in all States 
in the growth of primary consumer co-operative 
stores. Their numbers increased from 6,455 in 
1957-58 to 7,281 in 1961-62. Maharashtra with 
1,145 stores had the largest number of societies 
followed by Madras with 952 stores. According 
to the latest figures available, membership of 
these stores totals about 1.09 millions. The 
membership was more than 100,000 each in at least 
five States, namely,Assam, Maharashtra, Madras,
Mysore and Uttar Pradesh. Madras alone had a 
membership of more than 500,000.

Share capital of the societies increased 
during this period from 21*5 million rupees to 
26.5 million rupees. Maharashtra, with 5.541 
million rupees accounted for more than one-fifth 
of the total share capital.

Increase in Working Capital.- The total 
working capital of the societies increased during 
the period from 71*2 million rupees to 92*0 
million rupees . It was more than 10 million 
rupees e0ch in two States, Madras and Maharashtra*
The former, with a working capital of 51*5 million 
rupees accounted for more than one-third of the 
total working capital.

States of consumer goods effected by these 
cooperatives increased during this period from 
226 million rupees to over 550 million rupees*
Madras accounted for the highest sales, over 100 
million rupees; while Maharashtra closely followed 
with about SO million rupees. In three other States, 
Gujarat, Mysore and West Bengal, the sales were 
more than 20 million rupees eachy



In addition, primary marketing societies 
numbering about 2,500 undeirtook distribution 
of consumer goods in rural and urban areas. 
According to the latest figures, their sales 
amount to more than 160 million rupees a year.
This activity is more concentrated in Maharashtra 
and Gujarat, About 15,000 primary agricultural 
credit societies are also reported to have sold 
consumer goods worth 170 million rupees during 
1960-61, Gujarat, Maharashtra and Punjab 
together accounted for most of this activity.
The non-agricultural credit societies are reported 
to have sold consumer goods vzoMh 50 million 
rupees during 1960-61, This activity was mainly 
concentrated in Maharashtra and Mysore*

(The Hindu, 4 June 1963),

»1» i
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CHAPTER 5. WORKING COHDITIOHS AHD LIVING STANDARDS.
INDIA - JURE 196g <
50, General,

Contract Labour and Their Conditions of Work
in Iron and S te el Indus t ry s A" Survey Dndertsken

by Labour Bureau.

On the recommendations of the Planning 
Commission, the Labour Sureau has been conducting 
surveys in several industries in order to ascertain 
the estent of contract labour and their condit ions 
of work,etc«, This article deals with a survey 
in the Iron and Steel Industry*

Sampling Prana*-' According to the Standard 
Industrial Classification, the industry group 
Basic Metal. Industries(Perrons) consists of the 
following sis sub-groups s (i) Manufacture of Iron 
and Steell (ii) Polling into Basic Porms5 (iii)Snbe 
Making and Wire Drawing; (iv) Hough Castings; (v) 
Porgingsj and (vi) Others*: Por preparang the frame 
of the enquiry, the list of registered factories 
for the year 1959, which was the latest available 
complete list in the Labour Bureau, was utilised* 
According to this list the total number of factories 
falling under the aforesaid sub-groups was 742* It 
was, however, known that important steel units like 
those at Bourkela and Siillai were not included in 
the list for 1959 and consequently could not come 
in the sample^

Por the collection of data two sets of 
questionnaires, one for the principal employer and 
the othsrf or contractor, were used.^ During thé 
course of field . investigations, it was observed that 
more of the 10 factories ( a sub-sample of those 
which had reported non-employment of contract labour) 
had actually employed contract labour during the 
reference pe riod of the survey, i .e*, July I960-June 
1961* Hence* the question of covering all the 100 
factories in the group did not arise * Out of 5S units 
which had reported employment of contract labour, 
only 49 were found actually employing contract labour 
at the timeof field investigations J Of the remaining 
9 units, 7 were found closed and 2 did not engage 
contract labour*,/ Thus<; out of 171 factories*;



c

84 had engaged contract labour, 57 had not engaged 
contract labour, 14 belonged to non-ferrous group 
and the remaining 16 were found dosed. In respect 
of the factories employing contract labour in sub
group I, the exact number of sub-contractors employed 
on structural and erectional jobs could not be known 
as sone &f the contractors engaging sub-contractors 
had completed their jobs and gone away. Subjeot to 
these limitations the number of contractors, who were 
reported to have worked during the reference period 
of the survey in all the factories employing contract 
labour, v/ae 555. The requisite information could be 
collected only from 463 out of these 555 contractors, 
as others had either left the worksites after complet
ing their jobs or shown their inability to furnish 
the same for some reason or the otherV

The analysis that follows relates to 463 contract
ors. Their distribution in various sub-groups is 
shown below:-

Sub-group Ho. of contractors

I ----- 247
II ~ 127

III ---- 71
17 — 18

Total. — 465

Employment s ¿Fobs on which Contract labour was 
Engaged»- The jobs on which contract labour was 
engaged differed somewhat from one sub-group to 
another but the jobs of loading and unloading of 
raw materials and finished products -were generally 
got done by contract labour by all the sampled 
units in each sub-groups Sub-group-v/ise position 
is given below:—

Sub-group I»- Contract labour w as generally 
engaged on structural and erectional jobs, i,e*.» 
installation of plant, machinery and equipment * 
repairs and maintenance of the same, mouldingj casting 
loading and unloading, stacking, transporting^ 
bundling, packing and funning of canteenjl

Sub-group II»— Contract labour was engaged on 
jobs like cutting of iron slabs, plates^ bars,, billets 
end ¿flats, etc£, re-rolling, forging machinery parts F 
etc»., weighing^ bundling, stacking and loading and 
unloading»'
, Shb-group III»- Contract labour was engaged on 

Gobs like steel fabrication,, steel processing,moulding 
casting,loading and unloading and transporting



Sub-group 17Ccaitract labour was engaged 
on jobs like loading, unloading, stacking,packing, 
filing, polishing, running of cupola furnace, 
cutting of steel, moulding , casting, chipping 
and machining of parts.

System of Recruitment»- She most common 
/ method of recruitment^ contract labour in the

industry was direct. Of the 463 contractors 
cohered under the survey, as many as 500 recruited 
their workers directly; 14 through Employment 
Exchanges; 13 through existing workers; 16 through 
agents/jamadars and the remaining 120 adopted a 
combination of the aforesaid methods of recruitment.

• Thej£a£f±cul different methods adopted by the 
contractors working in different sub-groups are 
discussed below s*-

Sub-group I«-» Of the 247 contractors, 117 
recruited their workers directly; 3 through 
Employment Exchanges; 5 through existing workers;
16 through agents/3 amadars and the remaining 106 
adopted a combination of the aforesaid methods of 
recruitments

Sub-group II'»- Of the 127 contractors, 112 
recruited their workers directly; 11 through 
Employment Exchanges and remaining 4 adopted more 
than one method for recruiting their labour*

Sub-group 111.- Of the 71 contractors, 54 
recruited their workers directly; 7 through existing 
workers and the remaining 10 adoTrbod more than one 
method of recruitment.

Sub-group IF.- Of the 18 contractors, 17 
recruited their workers- directly and the remaining' 
one through existing workers.

!
Advances: Advances before EngagementOf the 

463 contractors, only 4S gave advances to their 
workers before engagement. Of these, 14 gave such 
sdvgnces directly, 25 indirectly, i.e* through 
agents/jamadars and the remaining 4 directly as 
well as indirectly J

Advances after Engagement.— Of the 465 contractors 
covered, as many as 265 gave advances to their workers.



Patent of employment.- During the period 
July I960 to June 1961 the average daily employment 
of direct and contract workers in all t he sub-groups 
was 127,568. The average daily employment of 
contractlabour actually engaged on structural end 
erectional jobs during the same period was 19149. 
Sub-group-wise position was s-

gub-group 1«- The estimated average daily 
employment of contract labour during the period 
July I960-June 1961 worked out to be 21,290. The 
average daily employment of contract labour engaged 
on structure! and erectional jobs was 10,149*

Sub-group II.- The estimated average daily 
employment of contract labour during July 1960-June 
1961 worked out to be 18^525-.- 6,504*

Sub-group 111.- The estimated average daily 
employment of contract labour during the period 
July 1960-June 1961 worked out to be 10,525.

Sub-group The estimated average daily
employment of contract labour during thej period 
July 1960-June 196Vworked out to be 690»

Direct and Contract Workers.- The daily 
employment of direct and contract""labour in all 
sub-groups was 127,563. Of these, 91,775 workers 
or 714 9 per cent * were direct workers whereas the 
remaining 55,793 workers or 28.1 per cent, were 
employed through/or contractors. Sub-group-wise 
comparison shows that the percentage of contract 
labour to the total employment was the highest 
(74.-5) in sub-group 111 and the lowest (7.0) in 
sub-group IV. Amongst the different States, the 
percentage of contract labour to total labour was 
the highest (56*7) in Jammu and Kashmir and the 
lowest (4*0) in Madras® Sub-group-wise position 
is discussed belows-

Sub-group 1:4- Of the 114,066 workers, 84,109 
workers or 73*7 per cent .,were direct workers and 
29,975 workers or 26^5 per cent, were contract 
workers* Amongst the different States the percentage 
of contract labour Was the highest (42 ¿4) in West 
Bengal and the lowest (10*1) in Mysore® 6

Sub-group II*- Of the 5,258 workers, 5,265 
workers: or 62*1 per'centwere direct workers and. 
1,993 workers or 37.9 per centi were contract workers. 
State—wise comparison shows that the percentage of 
contract labour was the highest (56.7) in'Jammu and 
Kashmir and the lowest (4.7) in Eajasthanf '



Sub-group III.- Of the 4,841 vzorkers,
1,236' workers or^25• 5 per cent» were direct 
workers and 5,605 workers of 74*5 per cent, 
were contract workers. State-vzise^comparisan 
allows that the percentage of contract labour 
was the highest (92.8) in Orisaa oiid the lowest 
(17,9) in Uttar Pradesh.

Sub-group 17.” Of the 3,405 workers, 3,165 
workers or 93»O per- cent, were direct workers and 
238 workers or 7.0 per cent, were contract workers.
The percentage of contract labcfur was the highest 
in Uttar Pradesh (59.2) and the lowest (0,2) in Bihar?

Employment of Women and Children,- In this 
industry women workers were generally employed on 
lighter jobs, such as loading, unloading and cleaning, 
etc, Sex-wise-eXa-

Of the 35,753 workers employed through or by 
eontractors in all tie sub-groups, women workers 
were only 3,723 or accounted for 10,4 per cent, 
of the total workers. This excludes 40 workers 
whose ses. .classification was not known. Bone of 
the contractors had employed any worker below the 
age of fifteen? Women workers were employed in 
sub-groups I and XII only? The States in which 
they were mostly employed were Bihar» Madhya Pradesh, 
Mysore, Orissa and West Bengal, Sub-group-vzise 
comparison shows that the percentage of women 
workers to the total number, of 'workers was much 
higher (12?4) in sub-group .1 than in .sub-grbup XIX 
(0,2), Among the different States employing women 
workersj to ¿the - total nttmber-~of-WQrkors~ w*ts much 

,-highgr- (ig'^j-d^t-gub-group X Wax the percentage 
of women, workers was the highest (18,9) in Bihar 
and the lowest (0*3) in West Bengal. Of the 29,917 
workers, in sub-group I, 3,715 workers or 12?4 per cent, 
were women* State-wise comparison shows that the 
percentage of women workers to the total workers 
was highest (18,,9) in Bihar and the lowest (3,6) in 
Mysore* Of the 3,605 workers in sub-group III, 
only 8 workers- or 0*2 per cent .were women, Women 
workers were reported to be employed only in West 
Bengal in this sub-group? Their percentage'to the 
total employment in that State was only Q.3?’- Of the 
33,066 workers employed through/by contractors in all 
the sub-groupq, 19,956 workers : of 60*4 per cent, were 
casual and 13»110 workers or 39 *6 per cent ?. were 
non-casual«, State-wise comparison shows that all the 
workers in Mysore and Madras States were casial whereas 
all t he w orkers in Delhi and Jammu and Kashmir were 
non-casual*. Detailed position in respect of each 
sub-group in given below:—



Sub-group I»- Of the 26,940 workers, 18,754 
workers or 69»5 per cent, were casual workers and 
8,206 workers or 50.5 per cent, were non-casual 
workers. Among different States the percentage 
of casual workers was the highest (100.0) in 
Mysore and the lowest (15*7) in Madhya Pradesh.

Sub-group II.- Of the 1,617 workers, 1,007 
workers or 62.5 per cent, were casual workers and 
the remaining 610 workers or 57.7 per cent, were 
non-casual workers. Among different States, the 
percentage of casual workers was highest in Uttar 
Pradesh (90.6).in the States of Delhi and Jammu 
and Kashmir all thev/orkers were non-casual.

Sub-group III.— Hie nature of employment of 
an over-whelming majority of the workers was non- 
casual. Of the 4,266 workers, 4,185 workers oft 98.1 
per* cent, were non-casual whereas the remaining 
85 workers or 1.9 per cent, were casual workers.
Except West Bengal, in all other States, vis.,
Delhi, Punjab, Rajasthan, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh, 
only non-casual workers were employed by the 
contractors^

Subgroup 17.»* Of the 245 workers, 152 worleers 
or 54.5 per cent* were casual workers and 13JL workers 
or 45.7 per cent, were non-casual workers. State-wise 
comparison shows that in Madras, all the workers 
were casual workers whereas in West Bengal the 
percentage of casual workers was 87.5» However, 
in the States of Bihar, Bombay, Punjab and. Uttar 
Pradesh only non-casusl workers were employed.

Wages and Earnings.— The information collected 
during the course of the survey reveals that the 
bulk of the labour force employed by contractors 
was paid by the contractors independently. Of the 
35,066 workers employed by contractors during the 
half-year ending on 50 June 1961, 28,760 workers
or 87.0 per cent, were paid by the contractors 
independently? 4,207 workers or 12.7 per cent, 
were paid by the contractors under the supervision 
of the principal employers and the remaining 99 
workers or 0.5 per cent, .were paid directly by the 
Managements,. Sub-group-wise comparison shows that 
Jne .percentage of workers who were paid independently 
by the contractors, was the highest (92.6) in 
subgroup IT and the lowest (76.5) in sub-group III.
In sph-groups I and II such workers accounted- for 
80.3 per cent, and 92.5 per cent, respectively.- 5fee- 
wages rates of some of the important categories of 
workers as also for certain important jobs done on 
piece-rate basis are discussed sub-group-wise in 
the following paragraphs i



Workers Employed on Time Rate Basis: Sub-Group I
The large variations in wages rases for the sane
category of workers within the sub-group are largely 
due to varying sises of the sampled factories. It 
nay be mentioned that this sub-group consists of big 
iron and steel plants like Bourkela, Bhillai5Burgapur, 
etc* on the one hand and small iron and steel 
factories on the other. Hate of wages of various 
categories of workers are discussed below.

Male Maadoors.- The consolidated wages of the 
daily and monthly rated workers varied from He.0.78 
to Bs.3.75 per day and Bs .55.00 to Bs.60.00 per month 
respectively. The workex’S employed on hourly basis 
were paid Be. 0.21 per hour. State-wise comparison 
shows that the daily wages of some of the workers 
were the highest (Bs.3.75) in West Bengal and the 
lowest (Be .0,87) in Mysore. The lowest monthly 
wages ('Bs.35»OO) were reported to be paid to some 
workers in West Bengal, whereas the highest wages 
(Bs ,60.00) were paid in Bihar as well as West Bengal.

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of 
the direct workers varied from Be,1.00 to Bs.2.72 
and Bs,43.00 to Bs.80.00 respectively^

emale Iiiagdoors.— The consolidated daily wages 
varied from Be.1.00 to Bs.2>50> where as the wages of 
female masd6ors9 employed on hourly basis* were 
He.0.18 per hour, Among the different States* some 
of the workers* employed on daily basis* were getting 
the lowest (Be .1,00) wage in Bihar ¿nd Mysore and 
the highest (Bs.2.50) in Madhya Bradesh and West 
Bengal^

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of 
the female workers employed directly varied from 
Bs.1.25 to Bs.2.72 and Hs47O.QO to Bs.80,00 
respectively.;

Drivers (Vehicle)The consolidated daily and 
monthly wages of the workers varied from Hs.2.94 
to Bs,7.50 and Bs,75.00 to Bs.250.00 respectively. 
State-wise comparison shows thatphe consolidated 
daily wages of some of the workers were the lowest 
(Bs.2.94) in Bihar and the highest (Bs>7?.50) in 
West Bengal.' As regards monthly wages* some of the 
workers were getting the lowest (Bs.75*00) in West 
Bengal and the highest (Bs.250,00) in Orissa.,

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of the 
direct workers varied from Bs§3.72 to Bs*4«91 aid

80.00 to Bs>23.00 respectively..



Clearners.- She consolidated wages of workers 
employed on daily» weekly and monthly basis varied' 
from 2s.1.75 to Rs»5.00 per day, 2s»14.00 to 2s.16.00 
per week and 2s.50*00 to 2s.100.00 per month respective
ly, State-v/ise comparison shows that the consolidated 
daily wages were the highest (Es.5.00) as well as 
the lowest (Es.1.75) in West Bengal. The consolidated 
weekly wages of seme of the workers were the lowest 
(Es.14.00) in Orissa and the highest (2s .16.00) in 
Bihar. The consolidated monthly wages of some of the 
workers were the lowest (2s,50.00) in West Bengal and 
the highest (Es.100.00) in Orissa.

The consolidated daily wages of direct workers 
varied from 2s.l.7O to 2s.5*04.

Masons»- She consolidated daily and monthly 
wages of the workers varied from Es.2.00 to Rs.10.00 
and 2s.51.00 to Es.187.50 rasps ctively. The consolida
ted hourly wages of the workers varied from Se*0.*52 to 
Re ,0.94» State-wise comparison shows that some of 
the ’workers were getting the lowest consolidated daily 
wages (Es.2.00) in West Bengal and the hi^iest(Es.lO.OO) 
in Orissa. The consolidated monthly wages of some 
of the workers were the lowest (Es.51.00) in West 
Bengal and the highest (2s. 187.50) in Bihar•

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of the 
workers employed directly varied from Es.2.72 to 
Rs.4»91 and Es,115.00 to 2s»290.00 respectively.

/ hourly

Carpenters.— The consolidated daily and monthly 
wages of the workers varied from 2s.2»00 to 2s.8.00 
and Es.48,00 to Es.187»50 respectively. The consolidate 
ed/daily-' wages >of--somo- of the workers-were the—lowest- ■ 
Re.0.66, State-wise comparison shows that the 
consolidated daily wages of some of the workers were 
the lowest (Es,2»00) in West Bengal and .the highest 
(Rs.S.QQ) in Orissa* The monthly consolidated wages 
of some of the workers were the lowest (Es,48.00) 
in West Bengal and the highest (Es.187.50) in Bihar".

The consolidated daily and .monthly wages of the 
workers 'employed directly Varied from Eo.5.10 to 
Es.9.40 and 2s.115.00 to Es.290,.00 respectively».

Blacksmiths.— The consolidated daily ..'and monthly 
wages of workers varied fram Es.2.00 to Rs.3.00 and 
E3.90.00 to Es.187i50 respectively, 'The consolidated 
hourly wages were Re,0^52. ' State-wise comparison shows 
that the cons olid at ed drialy wages of some of the workers 
were the lowest (Es ,2.00) in Bihar, and West Bengal and 
for certain others the highest" (Es.8.00) in’ Bihar and 
Madhya Pradesh. The consolidated monthly wages of some 
of the workers were the lowest (Rs»90.00) and for 
certain others the highest' (Es.187.50) in Bihaig

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of workers
?:^?;oiedT,di^ctly varied from Bs.1,50 to Rs.5.75 and Es»65.00 to Rs.250»00 respectively*. - •



Hammermen.-_______ _ The consolidated daily and monthly
wages of workers varied from Rs.l;62 to Rs.6.00 and 
R3.65.00 to Rs.70.00 respectively. The hourly wages 
of the workers varied from Re.0.30 to no,0.32. .Among 
different Stares, some of the workers were getting 
the lowest (Es.1.62) and certain others the highest 
(Rs.6.00) wage in West Bengal.

The consolidated daily and monthly wagesof the 
workers employed directly varied from Rs.2.72 to 
Rs,3.55 and Rs .70.00 to Es.145.00 respectively.

FittersThe consolidated daily and monthly 
wages of the 'workers varied from Rs.2.00 to Es.15.00 
and" Es.90.00 to Rs.300.00 respectively. The consoli
dated hours wages of the workers varied from Ee.0.53 
to Re .0.66. State-wise comparison shows that the 
consolidated daily wages of some of the workers were 
the lowest (Rs.2.00) and for the certain others the 
highest(Rs. 15.00) in V/est Bengal. The consolidated 
monthly wages of some of the workers were the lowest 
(Rs.90.00) in Bihar and the highest (Rs.300.00) in 
West Bengal«

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of the 
workers employed directly varied from Rs.2.75 to 
Rsi’6.45 and Rs.65«00 to Rs>290.00 respectively«

Welders.- The consolidated daily and menthly 
wages of the workers varied from Rs*2.00 to Ss «15.50 
and Rs.80.00 to Rs «275.00 respectively. The consoli
dated hourly wages of the workers varied from Re «0.62 
to Rg«0.75» Among the different States, the consoli
dated' daily wages of some of the workers were the 
lowest (Rs.2.00) in West Bengal, and the highest 
(Rs.15.50) in Kadhya Pradesh. The consolidated 
monthly wages of some of the workers were the lowest 
(Rs.80.00) in Bihar and the highest (Rs.275*00) in 
Yfest Bengal.

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of .. 
the workers employed directly varied from 2s.3¿10 to 
23.5*35 and Rs.52.00 to Rs.265.00 respectively.

Gas Cutters.— The consolidated daily and monthly 
wages of workers varied from Rs.2.00 to Rs.10.00 and 
Rs.122.00 to Rs ¿155.00 respectively.; The consolidated 
hourly wages of the wo iters varied from. Iie?i0*27 to 
Ee«O«35., State—v/is© comparison shows that the 
consolidated daily wages of soke of theworkers were 
the lowest (Rs.2.00) in Bihar and West Bengal and of 
^.certain others the highest (Rs>10>00) also in 
West Bengal*.: The consolidated monthly wages-of the 
workers in West Bengal (Rs.122.00) were less than those 
in Iladhya Pradesh (Rs¿135.00).



Tlie consolidated daily and monthly wages of the 
workers employed directly varied from Its,3*10 to 
Bq.3*S5 and Es.115.00 to Bs.290.00 respectively.

BiggersThe consolidated daily and monthly 
wages of* the workers varied from Bs.1.50 to Bs.G.OO 
and Bs.100.00 to Bs .228.00 respectively. State-vise 
comparison shows that consolidated daily wages of 
some of the workers were the lowest(Bs.1.50) in 
West Bengal and the highest (Bs.8.00) in Orissa.

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of the 
workers employed directly varied from Bs.2.91 to 
Bs.5.70 and Ss.115.00 to Bs.230.00 respectively.

Crane Operators.- The consolidated daily and 
monthly wages of the workers varied from Bs.5.00 to 
Bs .12.50 and Be«225.00 to Bs.350.00 respectively.
The (consolidated hourly wages of the workers varied 
from Be.0.44 to Be.0.33, Among the different States, 
the consolidated daily wages of some of the workers 
were the lowest (Bs.3.00) in Bihar and West Bengal 
and of certain other's the highest (Bs.12.50) also in 
West Bengal# The consolidated monthly wages of some 
of the workers were the lowest (Es.225,00) in Bihar 
and the highest(.Bs.-<350.00) ,in West Bengal.

As regards direct workers, the consolidated 
daily and monthly wages varied from Bs.3.10 to '
Bq#6.92 and Es»115’#Qb to Bs.365.00 respectively#

Suh -group gigs- II $ Hale ilasdoors.— Their ' 
consolidated daily 3 weekly and monthly wages varied 
from Bs.1,25 to Bs,5.00§ Es.13.00 to Es.15.75 and
Es.60,00 to Bs.75.00 respectively. State-wise 
comparison shows that the consolidated daily wages 
of some of the workers were the lowest(Bs.1.25) in 
Uttar Pradesh and the highest (Eg.5.00) in Punjab..

direct
As regarde/wcrkers their consolidated daily and 

monthly wages varied from Es.1.50 to Es.5.84 and. 
Bs.5,0.00 to Es♦130.00 respectively.-

-Eemale Masdoors,— He it her the con*brpctors nor 
the principal employers employed them on time—rate 
basis# ‘



HammermenTheir consolida ted daily and 
monthly wages varied from Es,2.00 to ite.6,00 and 
Rs»52»5O to Rs »150.00 respectively. State-wise 
comparison shows that the consolidated daily wages 
of some of the workers were the lowest (Bs.2.00) 
in Jammu and Kashmir and Yfest Bengal an d of certain 
others the highest (Rs.6.00) also in Jammu and 
Kashmir and Punjab, The consolidated monthly wages 
of some of the workers were the lowest(Rs.52»50) in 
Delhi and the highest *4Rs-t15-f89-)(Rs.150.00) in Punjab.

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily and monthly wages varied from Rs.1.25 to 
Rs,5*84 and Rs.55.00 to Rs.68,00 respectively,

Piremen.- Their consolidated daily and monthly 
wages varied from Rs.2,50 to Rs.4*5O and Rs.110.00 
to Rs.150,00 respectively. State-wise comparison 
shows that the consolidated daily wages of some of 
the workers were the lowest (Rs.2.50) in Jammu and 
Kashmir and the highest (Rs.4.50) in Delhi'»

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily and monthly wages varied from Rs.2.50to Es.5.00 
and Rs.70.00 to Rs.180.00 respectively,

Rollermeh»- Their consolidated daily and 
monthly wages vailed from Rs.2*00 to Rs.5.00 and 
Rs.100.00 to Rs.150.00 respectively. State-wise 
comparison shows that consolidated daily wages of 
some of the workers wore the lowest (Rs. 2.00)in 
Punjab and Uttar Pradesh and the highest (Es.5.00) 
in Jammu and Kashmir ?

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily and monthly wages varied from Rs.2.00 to'
Es.5.00 and Rs.65.00 to Rs.155.OO respectively*'

Pumanemeno— The consolidated daily wages 
of some of the workers varied from Rs*1.75 to Rs.4.50» 
wheseas the consolidated wefekly wages were Rs.20.00. 
State-wise comparison shows that the consolidated 
^i^y.’jwages of some of the workers were the lowest.
(Ss .1.75)'in Uttar Pradesh and the highest (Rs .4 *50) 
in Punjab.

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily an d monthly wages varied from Rs.2.00 to 
Es.7.75 and Rs.65.00 to Rs.150.00 respectively.



Hand Gutters»- Their consolidated daily 
wages varied iron Es.2.00 to Es.8»00. State-wise 
comparison shows that the consolidated daily wages 
of some of the workers were the lowest(Eo.2;00) tn 
Punjab and of certain others the hi$iest(Bs.8.00) 
also in Punjabi

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily and monthly wages were Rs.3.50 and Es.125.00 
respectively»

Fitters»- Their consolidated daily wages varied 
from Rs.2»25 to Es.5.00, whereas the consolidated 
monthly wages were Bs»175*00. State-wise comparison 
shows that the consolidated daily wages were the 
lowest (Es»2.25) in Uttar Pradesh and the highest 
(Rs»5»00) in Jammu and Kashmir»

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily and monthly wages varied from Es»l»77 to 
Est’8,52 and Es.80.00 to Bs.215*00 respectively»

Sub-group Ills Kale Masdoors»- -©f-the-Tl
The consolidated daily

and monthly wages of male masdoors varied from 
Es,l»22 to, Bs.4»00 and,Rs>50.00 to Rs,70»00 respective
ly» State-rWise comparison shows that the consolidated 
daily '.waged of some of the workers werethe lowest 
(Ss,l»22) in West Bengal and pf, certain others the 
highest, (Hs>4«00) also in West Bengal* She consoli
dated monthly wages of some of the workers were the 
lowest (Es»50.00) in Rajasthan and the highest 
(Ss.70»00) in Delhi*'. , .

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily and monthly wages varied from Ee.1.00 to 
Es»3*32 and Es»45#,00 to Es,63*00 respectively»

Female Mazdoors»— Their consolidated daily 
wages varied from Rs.1.50 to Es.2.34*

The consolidated daily and monthly wages of = such 
workers employed directly varied from Es*1.50 to 
Es«2»44 and Rs.45.00 to Es»58.00 respectively».

Moulders»- Their consolidated daily and monthly ; 
wages of—seme-varied from Es»l*37 to Es.8»00 and ... ■ 
Es.85.00 to Es.110»00 respectively* State-wise 
comparison shows that the consolidated daily wages 
of sops of the workers were, the lowest (Bs»l»37) in 
West Bengal and of certain others the highest (Es »8 *00) 
also in West Eengal. The consolidated monthly wages 
of some of the workers were the lowest(Bs*85.00) in 
Delhi and the highest(Es .110.00) in Ea jasthan . \

As regards direct workers ¿their consolidated daily 
wages varied from Rs.2.21 to Rs»6.00 whereas their 
monthly wages were Re.104^00»,



Coremen,- Their consolidated daily wages 
varied from Rs.l.5O to Rs,4.25.

As regards direct workers, their consolidated 
daily wages varied from Rs,2.25 to Rs.4»50,

Sand Misers,- Their consolidated daily wages 
varied from Rs.1.87 to Rs,5.5O,

The consolidated daily wages of direct workers, 
which were reported to be employed by one unit in 
Delhi only, varied from Rs.2.10 to Rs.2.50.

Chippers Theirbonsolidated daily wages 
varied from Rs.1.75 to Rs.5,51.

The consolidated daily wages of direct workers 
varied from Rs.1.75 to Rs.5.10,

Cupolamen,- Their consolidated daily wages 
varied from Rs.5.12 to Rs,5.5O,

Rone of the units employed such workers directly.
Helpers (Moulders).»» Their consolidated daily 

wages varied from Re,1,00 to Rs»1,75, whereas their 
consolidated monthly wages was Rs,75,OO,

Hone of the units employed such workers directly.
Sub-group 17; Male Masdoors,— Their consolidated 

daily wages varied from Rs.1.75 #o Rs.2,50, State-wise 
comparison shows that the lowest wage (Rs.1,75) paid 
to some of ☆he workers in West Bengal was less than 
the lowest wage(Rs,2.00) paid in Madras ahd Bombay,
The maximum wages in these States were, however, 
the same,

ffemalo Masdoors,— Hone of the contractors 
employed them.

Hone of the units emplpyed such workers directly.
Hand Cutters.— Of the 18 contractors, only one 

in Uttar Pradesh employed them on time-rate basis , 
and paid consolidated wages ranging Between Rs.6,00 
and Rs.10.00 per day,. .

Hone of the units employed such workers directly.
Turners.- Their consolidated daily and iSoathly 

wages varied from Rs.2.00 to Rs.4.25 and Rs.65,00 
to Rs.25,00 respectively^ r' •

Hone of the units employed such workers directly,



Stitchers.-» Their consolidated daily wages 
varied fromHs.2.15 io Kg *5.65 whereas their 
consolidated monthly wages were Rs.107.00.

None of the units employed such workers directly.
Helpers.«- Their consolidated daily wages varied 

from Rs.2.12 to Es.5.50*

Hone of the units employed such workers directly.
V/orkers Employed ®a Piece-rate Basis s Sub-group I

Loading.- The rates of payment for loading varied
from He,3.25 to Rs.22,50 for an ordinaiy wagon?
Rs ,24.00 to Rs*50*00 for a box wagon? Es .12.50 to 
Es.20.00 and Rs.25.00 to Rs,40.00 for a K.O.Type 
Wagon during day and night respectively; Eg .16 „00 
to Rs»20*00 and Rs.32*00 to Ks.40,00 for a B.O.B.S. 
Type Wagon during day and night respectively* The 
variations in rates for the same type of tagon were 
due to varying capacities of the wagon* On tonnage 
basis, the rates of payment varied from Re *0,19 to 
Re.0.50 per ton* The rate of payment paid on cubic 
feet basis varied from Re.3.00 to Eg *7.00 cubic feet* 
The approximate daily earnings of the workers 
employed on this job varied from Es*1.25 to Es.4.00. 
Comparing the States, the approximate daily earnings 
of some of the workers were the lowest (Rs ,1.25) in 
West Bengal and the highest (Rs.4,0Q) also in 
West Bengal and Madhya Bradosh.

Onloading*- The rates, of payment. varied from
Rs • 5.00 to Rs•16.00 for ordinary wagon and Hs.22.50 
to Rs,54*OO for a box wagons Tlie^atdetaf payment 
for unloading K.O., Type and B.O.B.S. Type wagons 
were the same as for loading,. On tonnage basis* 
the rate of payment varied from Re.0,19 to Ee*0.25 
per ton./ for unloading 1,000 bricks, the rate of 
payment was Rs.3.50;,The approximate daily earnings 
of the workers employed on this job varied from 
Re.0.67 to Eg. 5,00, State-wise comparison shows 
that the approximate daily; earnings. of some of the 
workers were the lowest (Re.0.67) in Orissa;while 
those of certain wthei’s were the highest (Rs,5.00) 
also in Orissa« ‘

Loading ahd Unloadihg Combined*- Tbs' ±> 
of^ie1 wofìs^rs wagon^of lóà^dtìgy loaO

eoe-rate 
and

unload in?



loading end Unloading Combined »- The piece- 
rates o±‘ the workers? paid oh wagon basis, varied 
from Rs.11.50 to Rs .17*00 per wagon'. On tonnage 
basis, the rates varied from Re.0*50 to Re.0*62 
per ton. Ron truck load, the rates varied from 
Rs.4.00 to Rs*5*00 per truck, whereas the rate of 
payment per tube was Re*0.87* The approximate 
daily earn. Lings of the workers engaged on this job 
varied from Re.0.67 to Rs.4.00* State-vrise compa
rison shows that the approximate daily oamings~ 
of some of the workers were the lowest (Re.0.57) 
in Orissa and the highest (Bs.4.00) in West Bengal 
and also in Orissa.

Chipping.- They were paid at the r ate of 
Rs.20.00 per 100 pieces of sleepers and Rs .13.00 
to Hs.20.00 for 100 plates. Their approximate 
daily earnings varied from Rs«2.50 to Rs.3*00*

Coremakiag.- The rate of payment was Rs*l6*00 
per 100 piecestof-^ao^lte* The approximate daily 
earnings ■nf-rrorfee-T’a, varied from Rs.2.50 to Rs.3.00.

Sand Cleaning*- The rate of payment caried 
from Rs.5.00 to Ss«'l0.00 per 100 pieces of moulds*
The approximate daily earnings of .workers employed 
on such jobs varied frem Re.2*50 to Rs*3.00*

Sub-group Ils Hand Putting*- The rate of 
payment per ton varied from Rs *5 *00 to Rs»7*50 for 
billets and Rs .22*00 to R3.45.00 for slabs depending 
upon the thickness. The thickness rates peoimannd. 
varied from Re.0*10 to Rs.1.62 depending .upon the’ 
thickness of the billets, plates, angles,etc* The 
Approximate daily earnings of workers employed on. 
such jobs varied from Rs.2.00 to RG.7*0d. State-wise 
comparison shows that the daily earnings of some 'of 
the workers were the lowest (Rs.2 *00) in West Bengal 
while those cf ’certain others were the highest 
(Rs*7*00) also in VZest Bengal.

Bundling*- The approximate daily earnings 
varied '¿corn Rs *2.50 to Rs.7.75.

Sub-group -Tilt MouldingThe rate of payment 
differed from item to item. The approximate daily 
earnings of the moulders varied from Rs*2.00 to 
Rs.8,00.

Casting *— The r ate of naymen t d if ferect from 
item to .item* The approximate daily earnings of 
casters varied from Rs .2 *50 to Rs.8.00.

Sub-groupIVs Polishing*— They were paid at 
the ruse of Re*0.37 per dosen tubes* Their approximate 
daily earnings varied from Rs,3*50 to Es*5.00,



L(

Piling.- Therates of payment for 1,000 
tubes and a dozen handles were Es.5.00 and 
Re,0,47 respectively. The approximate daily 
earnings of workers engaged on this job varied 
from Rs.4.00 to Rs.5.00.

Loading, Unloading and Stacking.«- The 
piece-rates varied from Rs.1.25 to Rs.1.37 per 
ton. Their approximate daily earnings varied 
from Rs.3.00 to Rs.4.00.

Dearness Allowance»- Separate dearness 
allowance was rarely paid by the contractors 
to their workers in this industry. Of the 
463 contractors# only 8 paid separate dearness 
allowance. Sub-group-wise position is given 
be lows-

Sub-group I,- Of the 247 contractors# cnly 
3 paid separate dearness allowance to t heir 
workers. In all the three cases# the dearness 
allowance was linked to the Cost of Living Index. 
The rates of payment were the same as paid by 
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry# 
Calcutta* These ratea were as followss-

Por Working Class (such as Masdoors,etc*-)

On 1st Rs* 100*00 of salary * i

• *
*

On 2nd Rs *100.00 of salary 
Gg#.the remainder of the salary»

150 per cent* with a 
minimum of Rs ,91.00. 
75 per cent.
37“a per cent.

Por Working Galsss(such as &Eazdoors#etc.) 
Plat rate of Rs,64>00 per month*

Sub-group II.— Rone of the contractors paid 
any separate dearness allowance to his workers'*;

Sub-group III,*. Of the 71 contractors, 5 
paid separate dearness allowance to their workers. 
The rate of payment, whichwas fixed aihitraryly# 
varied from Rs.0.87 to Rs.1.78 per day per worker.

Sub-group iy.-< Rone of the contractors paid 
any separate dearness allowance to his workers.;



Overtime Payment,- Sub-group-wise position 
is discussed below:-

Sub-group I.- Of the 247 contractors, 165 
reported that they took overtime work from their 
workers. Of these, as many as 155 contractors 
were making extra payments for the overtime work.
Of these, 55 paid at double the ordinary rate of 
wages j 4 paid at ll to 2 times the ordinary rate 
of wages; 58 paid at 1-g- times the ordinary rate 
of wages; 44 paid at ordinary rate of wages; 5 
paid overtime at the rate of He.0,25 per hour; 
and 11 made an ad hoc payment for such overtime 
work. One contractor was reported to give 
compensatory leave for the work done on holidays.

Sub-group II,- Of the 127 contractors, only 
5 reported that they took overtime work from 
their workers. All of them paid at double the 
ordinary rate of wages to their workers.

Sub-group I Ilf«- Of the 71 contractors, 
only "reported that they took overtime work 
from their workers, Five of them paid at double 
and the remaining one at 11-1/5times the ordinary 
rate of wages.

Sub-group 17,— Of the IS contractors4 
. reported that they took overtime work. One of 
them paid at double the ordinary rare of wages 
whereas the other two paid at.the rave of He.0.12

• pc© to He,0,25 per hour for such overtime work,- 
The remaining contractor, who. took overtime work 
from his piece-rated workers, , did not pay any, 
extra wages for such overtime work,

Bonus,- Workers of only 35 contractors 
out of 4^5 covered, under the survey were getting 
some kind of bonus, either from their contractor 
or from the principal employer. Details regarding 
the different types of bohus paid to the workers 
are given below:- > t ■ .

Profit Sharing Bonus: Sub-group I.- Of the 
247 contractors, only 10 paid such bonus to their 
workers. Four of the contractors paid 4* months’- 
basic wages per, annum to, those workers who had , 
completed one year’s continuous service and to 
others on pro rata basis; one paid 4/2/3 months’ 
basic pay per annum only to those workers who. had 
put in 9 months* continuous service; two paid 
one month’s salary per annum to their monthly-rated 
workers and 23 to 26 days* wages per annum to their 
daily-rated workers; one paid 10i days* basic wages 
in a year only to his permanent workers; one paid 
3 months* basic wages per annum only to his permanent 
workers and the remaining one paid Xi months ’ wa&es 
per annum only to those permanent workers who had 
completed one vear’s continuous serviced



Sub-group II.- The workers in this sub-group 
received no such bonus either iron the contractors 
or from the principal employers»

Sub-group III»,- Workers of only one of the 
71 contractors were paid such bonus by the principal 
employer at the rate of 6 to 20 days* ’rages according 
to their length of service.

Sub-group 17,- Workers of only one of the 18 
contractors were paid such bonus by the principal 
employer. The rate of payment for those workers 
who had completed 309 attendances in a year was 
Rs.80,00 per annum whereas for others it was on 
pro rata basis.

Attendance Bonuss Sub-group I.- Of the 247 
contractors, only two paid attend one e bonus to 
those workers who were present on all working days 
of a month. Of these, one paid one day’s extra 
wages in a month whereas the other paid Es»10.00 
per month to monthly-i&ted workers only*

Sub-groups IX»III and 17,- Ho such bonus 
was paid to the workers of the contractors in 
these sub-groups.

Annual Bonus: Sub-group X»~ In addition to the 
10 contractors who paid profit sharing bonus as 
mentioned earlier, 3 paid annual bonus to their 
workers, The rate of payment was 15 days6 wages 
per annum over in one case and 5 to 4& months’ 
wages on completion of one year’s service in the 
remaining two cases.

Sub-group II,— of the 127 contractors, only 
three paid such bonus to their workers. The rate 
of payment in two cases was 15 days’ wages per 
annum to those workers who had completed 240 
attendances in the year, whereas in the remaining 
ease it was 9 days’ wages per annum to those 
workers who had completed 6 months1 continuous 
service in the year,-

Sub-groups III and IV»- Ho such bonus was 
paid to the workers of the contractors in these 
sub-groups*



Hestival/Pu,ja Bonuss Sub-group I«— Qf the 
247 contractors, only 7 paid Puja bonus totheir 
workers* The rate of payment was Bs.20.00 per 
annum ii^one case; 15 days* to one month’s wages 
in two cases; one month’s i?ages to monthly-rated 
workers and Ks.10.00 to other workers in one ease; 
one month’s wages to monthly-rated workers mid 
17 days’ wages to daily rated workers in another 
case* Of the remaining two contractors, one paid 
5 months’ basic wages to monthly-rated workers 
only, whereas the other paid 2 months* wages to 
some of his workers only. The conditions of 
eligibility for sudi bonus in all these cases 
varied from 5 to 12 months $ continuous sei/vice.

Sub-group II.- The contract workers in thisbub- 
group received no such bonus. ■ |

Sub-group III.- Of the 71 contractors, only 
one paid Puja bonus at the rate of © days’wages 
to those workers only vàio had completed one year’s 
continuous service^ The workers of 5 other contractors 
were paid puja bonus by the principal employers at 
the rate of 7 to 50 days’ wages per annum;.'

Sub-group XV 0~ Ho such bonus was paid to the 
workers of the contractors in this sub-group.

Incentive Bonus.- Only two contractors, both 
in sub-group I, paid incentive bonus to t heix9 
workers,. Of these, cine contractor paid one to two 
months’ wages to those workers whoin his opinion 
had done good work whereas the other paid lis>10.00 
to Ho.15,00 per worker to a few of his selected 
workers’.

Working Pond itlons s Daily Hours of Work. - The 
daily hours of work of contract labour working 
within the premises1 of factories were regulated,>as 
tìnthe case of direct labour, by the factories Act 
and were accordingly 9 hours per day. The working 
hours of contract labour working outside the factory 
premises were, however, not regulated. The available 
information shows that the actual working hours of 
sudi contract labour* varied from. 5 to 12 per day.; 
Sub-group-wise details are given below s-

Sub-gfoup I»— Of the 247 contractors, 1$O ,
employed time-rated workers? 20 piece-rated workers 
and the remaining 57 time-rated as well as the 
piece-rated workers.: The daily hours of work 
differed from contractor to contractor. Sometimes 
in the case of the same contractor hourssf work 
differed for different types of workers«: . Of the 
227 contractors who had employed time-rated workers,
11 took work for 6 to 8 hours a day; 207 for 8 
hours a day; two for 9 hours a days five for 9Ì- 
hours to 12 hours a day;whereas the workers of the
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remaining two contractors had no fixed working 
hours. Of the 77 contractors vAio had employed 
piece-rated workers, 3 took work for 5 to 7 hours 
a day; 31 for 8 hours a day; five for 9 to 12 
hours & day; whereas the workers of the remaining 
58 contractors had to fixed hours of work.

Sub-group II.- Of the 127 contractors, 69 
employed time-raved workers; 56 piece-rated workers 
and the remaining 2 contractors employed piece-rated 
as well as time-rated workers. All the 71 ccntractors 
who had employed time-rated workers took 8 hours’ 
work a day from their workers. Of the 58 contractors 
who had employed piece-rated workers, 7 took work 
for 7 hours a day; 49 for 8 hours a day; one for 
10 to 12 hours a day whereas the workers of the 
remaining one contractor had no fixed hours of work.

Sub-group III,- Of the 71 contractors, 50 
employed time-rated workers; 16 piece-rated workers 
and the remaining 5 contractors time-raced as well 
as piece-rated workers. Of the 55 contractors who 
employed time-rated workers, 2 took 7'k to 8 hours’ 
work a day; 52 took 8 hours’ work a day, whereas 
the remaining one contractoAiad fixed different 
hours of work for different days of the week - 8 
hours on Mondays, Wednesday and friday, 9 hours 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays and 6 hours on Saturdays.
Of the 21 contractors who had employed piece-rated 
workers, one took 7i- hours’ work a day and the 
remaining* twenty 8 hours’ work a day.;

Sub-group 17 Of the 18 eontractors, 14 
employed time-rated workers; one piece-rated 
and the remaining 3 contractors time-rated as well 
as piece-rated workers. Of the 17 contractors 
who employed time-rated workers, 5 took 6% hours 
to 8 hours work a day; 2 took 7& hours’ work a-day;
5 took work for less/¿an 8 hours a day and the 
remaining six for 8 hours a day. Of the 4 contractors 
who had employed piece-rated workers, 3 took less 1
than 8 hours’ work a day and the remaining one 8 
hours’ work a day«:

Weekly Hours of Work.- As per the factories ■
Act,1948, normal weekly hours of work for contract j 
workers working within the factory premises were also i 
fixed at 48. for the workers working outside the 
factory premises,-there was no fixed limit.. The 
available information shows that the actual weekly 
hours of work for stick workers varied from 50 to 
84« Sub-group-wise position is discussed below:—



Sub-group I»- Of the 227 contractors who 
had employed time-rated workers, 12 took 56 to 48 
hours’ work per week from their workers; 154 
took 48 hours’ work per week; 57 took 52-J- to 60 
hours’ work per week; one 72 hours’ work a week 
whereas the remaining three contractors had not 
fixed the weekly hours of work for their workers. 
Of the 77 contractors who had employed piece-rated 
workers, 4 took less than 48 hours’ work perweek; 
t\7S2ity-three 48 hours’ work per week; seven 54 to 
60 hours’ work per week; one 70 to 84 hours’ work 
per week, whereas the remaining 42 contraotors 
had not fixed the weekly hours of work for their 
workers.

Sub-group II.- All the 71 contractors, who 
had employed time-rated workers, took 48 hours’ work 
perweek from their workers. Of the 58 contractors, 
who had employed piece-rated workers, 7 took 42 
hours’ work per week; 49 took 48 hours* work a week, 
whereas the remaining two cases the weekly hours 
of work were not fixed,

Sub-group III»- Of the 55 contractors who 
had engaged time-rated workers, one took 45 
hours’ work per week and the remaining 54 took 
48 hours’ work per week, Of the 21 contractors 
who had engaged piece-rated workers, one took 45 
to 48 hours’ work per week and the remaining 20 
took 48 hours’ work per week,

Sub-group 17,- Of the 17 contractors who had 
employed time-rated workers, one took 36 hours’ work 
per week; five took 39 to 48 hours’ work per week; 
two took 45 hours’ work per week; three 56-g-hours’ 
work per week and the remaining six 48 hours’ work 
per week. Of the 4 contractors who had employed 
piece-rated workers, 3 took 46 hours* work per week 
and the remaining one 48 hours’, work per week.

Rest Interval*.- The information collected during 
the course of the survey reveals that all the ,465 
contractors allowed rest interval ranging between 
% hour and 4 hours to their workers..

Shifts,.— Of the 463 contractors, as mahy as 
380 were reported to have worked only 1 shift a day; 
34 worked 2 shifts a day and the remaining 49 
contractors worked 5 shifts a day,.



Weekly Rests Sub-group I,- Of the 247 
contractorsj 74 did not allow any weekly-off 
to their workers. Of ^the remaining 173 contractors 
who allowed weekiy-off to their workers, 172 
allowed it to all workers whereas the remainjug 
one allowed it to all workers except the watch and 
ward staff. Of the 173 contractors, 91 allowed 
it with wages - 20 to all workers and 71 only 
to their non-casual workers. The remaining 82 
contractors allowed weekly rest to their workers 
without wages»

Sub&group II.-» All the 127 contractors 
allowed weekly rest to their workers. Of these, 
114 contractors allowed it without wages and 13 
with wages. Of the latter, seven allowed it to 
all workers whereas the Remaining 6 allowed it 
only to their non-casual workers?

Sub-group III.- All the 71 contractors 
allowed weekly rest to their workers. As regards 
payment for such weekly rest, only two contractors 
allowed it with wages and the remaining 69 did 
not pay for such rest.

Sub-group 17.— All the 18 contractors 
allowed weekly rest to their workers? Of thèse,,
13 contractors allowed it without wages and 5 
paid for such rest but only to their non-casual 
workers.

leave and Holidays with Pay.- Under the 
Factories Act, 1948, every worker who has worked 
for a period of at least 240 days during a calendar 
year, is entitled during the subsequent year to 
annual leave with wages at the rate of one day 
for every 20 days* worked in the case of adults, 
and one day for every 15 days’ worked in the case 
of children?. The data collected during the course 
of the survey revealed- that very few contractors 
allowed such leave with wages to their workers•
The number of contractors who allowed casual,sick 
and privilege leave with wages to their workers 
was 29, 148 and 123 respectively?. Generally leave 
with pay w as allowed to non-casual workers only.
As regards,-national holidays with pay, these were 
allowed by only 157 of the 463 contractors. The 
festival holidays with pay were allowed to workers 
only by 137 of the 463 contractors?

Casual leaves Sub-group I?— Of the 247 
contractors? only 25 allowed such leave with. pay.
The duration of leave was limited to 7 days per annum 
in 5 cases; 10 days in 3 eases; 12 days in one case;
14 days in 3 cases; 15, 21 and 22 days in one case 
each; 10 days to daily-rated and 15 days to monthly- 
rated workers in one case whereas in the remaining 
9 cases the number, of days of such leave was not 
worfe^ Such-lesvegenerally allowed to non-casual



Sub-group II.- Of the 12? contractors, n-nty 
one allowed casual leave upto 7 days per annum 
to his entire staii(casual as well as non-casual 
workers) *

Sub-group III.»» Hone of the contractors 
allowed any casual leave with pay to his workers.

Sub-group IV.~ Of the 18 contractors, only 
three allowed 3 days ’ casual leave with pay per 
anhuLi to their workers,,

Sick heave; Sub-group I.- Of the 247 
contractors, only 3^ allowed sick leave with pay 
to their workers. Of these, 4 allowed upto 7 days 
per annum; 2 upto 10 days (one with full pay and 
one with half pay); 9 upto 14 days; 3 upto 15 days; 
1 upto 20 days; 1 upto 42 days (half period at 
full pay and the other half at half pay) anyone 
upto 28 days whereas in the remaining 15 cases 
the number of days of such leave was not fixed.
Such leave was generally allowed to non-casual 
workers only.

Sub-group II.- Of the 127 contractors, 
only 50 allowed such leave with pay to their 
workers as per the Employees* State Insurance 
Scheme, The benefit undeE’&he Scheme consists of 
periodical cash payments to an insured person in 
respect of such days of his sickness in a benefit 
period as are certified by the duly appointed 
medical practitioner, ho benefit is payable for 
an initial period of days except in the case 
of a spell of - sickness for which following, at an 
interval of not more than 15 days, the spexhl of 
sickness for which sickness benefit was last paid/. 
The benefit is payable for a maximum number of - 
56 days in any continuiEospe^iod of 465 days. The 
daily rate of benefit payable is equivalent to 
about one-half of the assumed average daily wage, 
as given in the schedule to the Employees* State 
Insurance Act, 1948, A person in receipt of benefit 
is required to remd&n under medical treatment 
at a dispensary or other medical institution 
provided undertthe Schemes ’

Sub-group III.- Of the 71 contractors, 48 
allowed such leave to their workers as per the 
Employees* State Insurance Schemed-
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Sub-group IV.- Of the 18 contractors, 14 
allowed such leave to their workers. Of these,
13 contractors allowed such leave as per the 
Employees’ State Insurance Scheme whereas the 
remaining on£ contractor had not fixed the period 
of such leave.

Privilege/Earned Leave; Sub-group I.- Of 
the 247 contractors,only 81 allowed such leave 
with pay to t heir workers. Of these, 24 allowed 
it as per the Factories Act,1948, i.e., one day 
for every 20 days worked on completion of 240 -4ay&- 
attendances during a calendar year? one upto 10 days 
per annum; five upto 18 days per annum; 9 upto 
21 days per annum; 21 upto 31 days per annum; 12 
upto 15 days to their daily rated and 30 days to 
monthly-rated workers, whereas the remaining nine 
contractors had not prescribed any such limit*
Though there was no uniformity regarding the 
conditions of eligibility ¡.most of the contractors 
had extended this facility only to those workers 
who had put in one year*s service or completed 
240 days’ attendance in a calendar year.

Sub-group II,- Of the 127 contractors, only 
8 allowed such leave with pay. Of these, 7 allowed 
it as per the Factories Act,1948, whereas the 
remaining one had not prescribed any limit.

Sub-group III*- Of the 71 contractors, 50 
did not allow any such leave with pay to their 
workers . The remaining 21 allowed it as per the 
Factories Act,1948.

Sub-group IV'.-., Of the 18 contractors, ,13 
allowed such leave with pay to their workers as 
per the Factories Act,1945a

HationaL Holidays* Sub-group I.- Of the 247 
contractors, 144 did not allow any such holidays 
with pay to their workers* The remaining 103 
allowed such holidays to their workers* *Of these,
3 contractors allowed three national holidays with 
pay to all of their workers; 91 allowed only 2 
national holidays with pay to all.their workers; 
whereas, the remaining 9 contractors allowed 2 
national holidays with pay to their non-casual 
workers only.

Sub-group II.- Of the 127 contractors,10Q did 
not allow any such holidays with pay to their workers... 
The remaining 19 contractors allowed national 
holidays to all of their workers. Of these, 3 
contractors allowed all the three holidays with pay 
whereas the remaining 16 contractors allowed only 
2 national holidays with pay to their workers«*
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Sub-group III.- Of the 71 contractors,
21 allowed national holidays to their workers.
Of these, 5 contractors allowed all the throe 
national holidays with pay whereas the remaining
16 allowed only two national holidays with pay.

Sub-group IV.- Of the 18 contractors, 14 
allowed national holidays with pay to their workers.
Of these, eight allowed 2 national holidays with 
pay and the remaining six allowed 3 national holidays 
with pay to their workers.

Festival Holidays: Sub-group I»- Of the 247 
contractors, only 90 allowed festival holidays to 
their workers. Thirteen of them allowed such holidays 
with pay only to their non-casual workers whereas 
the remaining 77 contractors allowed these to. all 
workers. The number of such holidays was limited 
to 1 in 10 cases? lg? in 1 case? 2 in ear- 13 cases, 
3 in 5 cases; 4 in 6 cases; 5 in 26 cases; 6 fn l case; 
8 in 6 cases; 9 in 1 case; 12 in 14 cases; 15 in 3 
cases; 17 in 1 case; 20 in 1 case; 24 in 1 case 
whereas the remaining contractor had not fixed the 
number of such holidays with pay.

Sub-group II-.- Of the 127 contract&rs, only
17 allowed such holidays with pay to their, workers.
Of these 3, contractors allowed three holidays per 
annum; 6 allowed fpr holidays; 3 each five and six 
holidays and the remaining 2 eight holidays per annum.

Sub-group III.- Of the 71 contractors, only 18 
allowed such holidays with pay to their workers.
Of these, 3 contractors allowed four holidays per 
annum; 1 six holidays; 3 seven holidays; 10 eight 
holidays; and the remaining one 10 holidays per annum.

Sub-group IV.- Of the 18 contractors, as many as 
12 allowed festival holidays with pay to their workers. 
Of ithese, 3 contractors allowed one holiday per annum;
5 contractors allowed six holidays per. annum; 3 seven 
holidays per annum; and the remaining one 6 holidays 
per annum.

WelfareSome of the welfare facilities provided 
for direct, labour were also available for eonirsct 
labour working in the factories •< The actual position 
in respect of the various welfare facilities available 
to contract labour as revealed by the survey is 
discussed briefly sub-group-wise in the following 
paragraphs?-



Iledicnl Aid: Sub-group I*- Hone of the 247 
contractors covered reporôdd that his workers were 
covered under the Employees’ State Insurance ScheHe.
In regard to the workers of 18 contractors, neither 
the contractors nor the principal employers had 
provided any medical facility. Of the remaining 
229 contrQctors, only 79 had themselves provided 
medical facilities for their workers» Of these, 
thirteen maintained only first-aid hones; four 
arranged only for the services of qualified doctors 
for thoir-32ork9^lST--fcu^tô©n the treatment of their 
workers; twenty-nine, in addition to the first-aid 
facilities, arranged for the services of qualified 
doctors for Üieir workers; fourteen, in addition 
to the first aid facilities and services of qualified 
doctors, provided dlspensaries/hospitsls for their 
workers; ten provided dispensaries only; seven 
provided first-aid hoses and dispensary/hospital 
facilities whereas the remaining two contractors, 
in addition to the first-aid facilities, reimbursed 
the expenses incurred by the workers on their 
medical treatment» Workers of 70 contractors were 
given medical facilities by the principal employers 
though the expenses were home by the contractors»
In thesez cases hospital facilities were provided 
in 20 cases; first-aid and hospital facilities 
in 4 cases and first-aid facilities,services of 
qualified doctors and hospitaliôation, etc», in the 
remaining 54 cases» Workers of 72 contractors 
were given medical facilities by the principal 
employers and the contractors were not required to 
bear the cost thereof» The principal employers in 
this category had provided only first-aid boxes, 
in 21 cases; first-aid boxes as well as the services 
of a qualified doctor in one case; dispensary and 
hospital facilities in addition to first-aid 
facilities in 45 cases; and dispensaiy/hospitol 
facilities in addition to the first-aid facilities 
and services of qualified doctors in the remaining 
5 cases*

Sub-group II»- Of the 127 contractors,39 
reported that their workers were not given any 
medical facility either by them:or by the principal 
employers; 34 contractors reported that the ir workers 
enjoyed the medic al Benefits provided under the. 
Employees’ State Insurance Scheme» These benefits 
were provided either in the form of out-patient 
treatment at a dispensary. or a clinic of Insurance 
Medical practitioner, or other institutions or by 
visits to the homes of the insured persons or as 
inpatient in , a hospital or other institution* VZorkers 
of the remaining 54 contractors were provided medical 
facilities by the principal employers* Of these, 39 
employers provided only first-aid facilities; 11 
provided first-aid facilities as well as the services 
of qualified doctors whereas the remaining four, in 
addition to the first-aid facilities, provided 
hosuitnl/dinuRnnnrv faeiUfeiea also.
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Sub-group III»- Of the 71 contractors, 44 
reported that their workers enjoyed medical 
benefits provided under the Employees* State 
Insurance Scheme, Of the remaining 27 contractors, 
as many as 21 reported that their workers were 
not provided any medical facility either by them 
or by the principal employers. The other sis 
contractors reported that their workers were 
allowed in times of need to make use of the 
first-aid facilities provided to direct workers 
by the principal employers.

Sub-group 17.- Of the IS contractors, 10 
reported that their workers enjoyed the medical 
benefits provided under the Employees* State 
3hsurance Scheme, Of the remaining 8 contractors, 
one reported that his workers were not given any 
medical facility either by him or by the principal 
employers. Workers of the remaining seven 
contractors were, however, provided medical 
facilities only by the principal employers,, Of 
these, 4 employers provided only first-aid facili
ties? one provided first aid facilities, services 
of qualified doctors and hospital facilities? and 
the remaining two employers, in addition to the 
first-aid facilities, provided the services of 
qualified doctors#

transport facilities.- Hone of the 463 
contractors covered provided any transport facility 
to his wozkers.

Housing Facilities s Sub-group X»— Of the 
247 contractors, 125 reported that their workers 
were not provided any housing facility either by 
them or by the principal employers. Of the remaining 
124 contractors, 125 had themselves provided such 
facilities for their workers, whereas in the 
remaining 1 case the principal employer had provided 
housing accommodation for the workers of his 
contractors# Of the 123 contractors, 57 had 
provided housing accommodation in the i’om of 
barracks, tin sheds, hutments,etc.? 18 provided 
kutcha houses? 5 kutcha as well as pucca houses?
42 pucca houses, whereas the remaining three 
eontraetors simply paid house rent allowance to 
their workersOf these three contractors., one 
gave Ee,l»00 per head to 50 to 7Ô woifcers? one 
gave Ks#5i00 each only to his outside labour and 
the remaining one paid only a lump sum amount of 
Es#12#00 per gang of 10 to 12 workers.#.



Sub-group II.- Hone of the contractors fay? 
provided any housing facility to his workers»
The principal employers had, however, provided 
rent free accommodation to the workers of 13 
contractors.

Sub-group III»-; Two contractors had requi
sitioned sone houses on rent from the principal 
employers for residential purposes of their workers.

Sub-group 17.- Irene of the contractors had 
provided any housing facility to his workers,
Workers of one contractorwere, however, provided 
rent free housing accommodation by the principal 
employer.

Becreational facilitiess Sub-group I,— Of 
the 247 contractors, 223 reported that neither 
they nor the principal employers had provided any 
recreational facility for the contract workers.
Of the remaining 24 contractors, 23 had provided 
some recreational facilities for their workers 
whereas the workers of the remaining one contractor 
were provided indoor games only by the principal 
employer. Of the 23 contractors, as many as 22 
provided both indoor and outdoor games, whereas 
the remaining one had provided only indoor games.

Sub-group II,- neither of the 127 contractors 
nor any principal employers had provided recreational

' facility for the contractor labour*
Sub-group III,- neither any contractor nor 

i any oapl principal employer had provided recreational
facility for the contract labour*

Sub-group IV.- Hone of the 18 contractors 
had provided such facility for his workers,; One 
contractor reported that his workers had, however, 
been provided indoor games facilities by the 
principal employers*

i Greches: Sub-group I, - Of the 247 contractors,
I 111 employed women labour, The number of contractors 
I who employed more than £0 women workers was only 
| 16. Hone of these had provided any creche for the

■ use of children of his women workers* The workers
I of two contractors were, however, allowed to make 
‘ use of such facilities, provided by the principal

employers, for the direct labour.



Sub-groups II to IV.-» Only one contractor 
in sub-group III employed women labour. Neither 
he nor the principal employer had provided any 
creche for the use of the children of such women

• $[££ labour.
Canteens: Sub-group I,- Of the 247 contractors, 

125 reported that such facilities were not provided 
for their workers ¿zither by them or by the principal 
employers. Of the remaining 122 contractors, only 
29 had themselves provided canteens for their 
workers. The workers of the remaining 95 contractors 
were, however, allowed to make use of the canteens 
provided by the principal employers for the direct 
workers,

Sub-group II.- Of the 127 contractors, 107 
reported that such facilities were not provided 
for their workers either by them or by the principal 
employers. The workers of the remaining 20 contractors 
were, however, permitted to make use of the canteens 
provided by the principal employers for the direct 
workers,

Sub-group III.- Of the 71 contractors, 65 
reported that no canteen facility had been provided 
for their workers either by them or by the principal 
employers# The workers of the remaining six 
contractors were, however, permitted to make use 
of the canteens provided by the principal employers 
for the direct workers*

Sub-group IV,- Of the 13 contractors, 15 
reported that such facilities were not provided 
for their workers either by them or by the principal 
employers** The workers of the remaining five 
contractors were, however, permitted to make use 
of the canteens provided by the principal employers 
for the direct workers.

Rest Shelters: Sub-group I.—; Of the 247 
contractors, as many as 205 rep&rted that such 
facilities were not provided for their workers 
either by them or by the principal employers.*
Of tlie remaining 42 contractors, only 6 had 
themselves provided rest shelters for the use of, 
their works rs ,5 Workers in respect of the remaining 
56 contractors were, however, allowed to make use 
of the rest shelters provided by the principal 
employers-for the direct workers



»Sub-group II»— Of the 127 contractors, as 
many as 107 reported that such facilities were 
not provided fortheir workers either by then or 
by the principal employers. The workers of the 
remaining 20 contractors were however, allowed 
to make use of the rest shelters provided by the 
principal employers for the direct workers.

Sub-group III.- Of the 71 contractors, as 
many as 66 reported that such facilities were not 
provided for their workers either by them or by 
the principal employers. Workers of the remaining 
five contractors were, however, allowed to make 
use of the rest shelters provided by the principal 
employers for the direct workers.

Sub-group IV.- Of the IS contractors, 15 
reported that their workers were not provided 
any such facility either by them or by the principal 
employers. Workers of the remaining three contractors, 
were, however, allowed to make us© of the rest 
shelters provided by the principal employers for 
the direct workers.

Drinking Water»— Generally the workers c£ 
the contractors were also allowed to avail of

such facilities provided by the principal employers 
for direct workers within the factory premises.
La addition to these facilities, 105 contractors 
in sub-group I had made separate arrangements for 
the supply of drinking water to their workers.
Of these, 87 had provided water tapss 5 water taps 
as well as water coolers whereas in the remaining 
15 cases the contractors had provided pitchers, 
wells,etc, Done of the contractors in sub-groups 
II to IV had made any separate arrangement for 
the supply of drinking water to hi3 workers.

Latrines and Urinals.- Generally the workers 
of the contractors were also allowed to make use 
of such facilities provided by the principal employers 
for the direct workers*. In,addition, to these 
facilities* 71 contractors in sub-group I had 
provided separate latrines and urinals, for their 
workers, Done of the cont ractors in sub-groups 
II to IV had provided any separate latrine or 
urinal for the use of his workers*



Bathing/ffasliing Facilities*- Generally 
the workers of contractors were also allowed 
to make use of such faciltiss provided by the 
principal employers for the direct workers.
In addition to these facilities* 76 contractors 
in sub-group I had provided separate bathing/ 
washing facilities for their workers. Hone of 
the contractors in sub-groups II to IV had 
provided any separate hathing/washing facility

■ for their his workers

Other Facilities«-* In addition to the 
aforesaid facilities the' contractors working 
at one of the sampled factories in sub-group I 
had provided certain other facilities like 
shopping facilities* club* cinema shows* 
supply of utensils for cooking*etc«* for 
their workers.-

Social Securitys Accidents and Workmen’s 
Compensation*- In eases of the accidents the 
workers employed in this industry were eligible 
for compensation either as per the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act *1923 or the Employees ’ State 
Insurance Scheme* if applicable A An-¿hose 
factories which were: covered under the' Employees’ 
State Insurance Scheme* the contractors’ workers 
were also getting the benefits provided,thereunder. 
The rate of employs rs ’ spe piai contribution was .
4 per cent** of the total wage bill. Were the 
Employees’ State Insuranco Seheos was put into, 
force the employers were also required to pay 
an additional contribution of per cent* of 
the total wage bill mainly on the ground that 
in such places the Employees’ State Insurance

• -Scheme Corporation took Over the liability 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act and the~
State Maternity Benefits Acts from the employer, 
ihe employees in places where the benefits of 
the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme were 
available were required to pay conti’ibutions 
at the rates shown in the Schedtìle to the 
Employees’ State Insurance Acty

f"' liatemity BenefitOf the 463 contractors,
/ only 112 — 111 in sub-group I gnd Iin Sub-group III —

employed women workers. Of these* only 5 contractors 
4 in sub-group I and 1 in sub-group III — reported 
that they were paying mate23iity benefit to their 
women workers. However* during the half-year 
ending on 30 June 1961 no woman worker had been 
paid any benefit £



Provigion for Future.- Detailed information 
in respect of the contractors who had made some 
provision for the future of workers is given 
below:-

Provident Pund; Sub-group I.— Of the 247 
contractors, only 13 reported that they had 
themselves provided the benefit of provident 
fund for the future of their workers* Besides, 
the principal employers had extended the benefit 
of the Provident Bund Scheme introduced for their 
direct workers to the workers of 42 contractors* 
Taking these cases together, the rate of contri
bution for the workers was 6^- per cdnt. of 
consolidated wages in 7 cases? 8-X/3 per cent, 
of basic wages in 45 cases? 10 per cent, of basic 
wages in 2 cases whereas in the remaining case 
the rates of contribution for the casual and 
non-casual workers were 6^- per cent, to 8-I/3 
per cent »of their consolidated wages respectively. 
The contractors and the managements contributed 
amounts equal to those contributed by the workers 
in 13 and 42 cases respectively. The conditions 
of eligibility for membership of the Provident 
Pund Scheme, wich differed from contractor to 
contractor, were 240 days’ attendance or one year’s 
continuous service in 33 cases? 8 months’ continuous 
service in 18 cases? 6 months’ continuous service 
far casual-workers and 240 days’ attendance or 
one year’s continuous service for non-casual 
workers in 1 case whereas in the remaining 3 cases 
the workers were entitled to become members of 
the fund only after being confirmed'»,

The accumulations were payable in the event 
of death, permanent disability, suffering from 
TiB, of any kind or leprosy, being physically 
or mentally incapacitated to work, superannuation, 
retrenchment or migration from India for permanent 
settlement abroad or Sn leaving service, as per 
the Employees’ Provident Pund Scheme or almost 
similar schemes framed by the principal employers 
or contractors^ The proportion of the employer’s 
share of the contribution that the members of the 
Provident Pund Schemes were entitled to receive 
depended upon the length of service,etc. m the 
case of workers of 37 contractors, the repayment 
was made on the basis of the Employees* Provident 
Pund Scheme framed under the Employees ’ Provident 
PundsAct,1952* According to this Scheme a 
worker gets full amount of the employe r’s confcri- 
bution together with the interest thereon on 
completion of 15 years’ of membership? 85 per cent, 
of the amount on comple tion of membe iship of 10 
years mr more but less than 15 years'? 75 per cent, 
on completion of membership of 5 years or more but 
less than 10 years? 50 per cent« on completion of 
membership of three years, or more but less than 
five years? and 25 per, centra on completion of



membership of less than 3 years, In case any 
member of the Scheme is dismissed by his 
employer for a serious or wilful misconduct, 
the appropriate authority, on receiving the 
intimation from the employer, ha3 the power 
to forefeit the employer’s, contribution •
upto a maximum of the employer’s contribution 
in the last two years and that of the current 
year. The workers of 17 contractors were 
getting repayment on the basis of the companies 
Provident Pund »Scheme applicable to direct 
workers. In the case of another contractor 
casual workers were getting repayment on the 
basis of the Employees’ Provident Pund Scheme 
whereas permanent workers as per Company’s 
Provident Pund Rules >

Sub-group %Xt~ Of the 127 contractors, 
only 10 had introduced Provident Pund Scheme 
for the benefit of their workers* In respect 
of 10 more contractors the principal employers 
had extended the benefits of the Provident 
Pund Scheme introduced for their, direct workers 
to their workers also i The rate of contribution 
for workers in all the 20 cases was 6% per. cent, 
of their wages , The contractors and managemets

• -contribntien contributed amounts equal to: those 
contributed by workers in 10 cases each.. The ■. 
workers were entitled to become members of the 
Scheme only if they had completed either 240 
attendances in a year or one year’s continuous 
sswice , The repayns nt wa^aade as per the Employees •
Provident Pund Scheme, \

Sub-group III.- Of the 71 Contractors, 
only 8 had provided Provident, Pund facilities 
for .their workers,In respect of 12 more 
contractors the principal employers had extended 
the bene fits of the Pr evident Pund S cheme 
introduced for their direct woifeers to the workers 
of these contractors also. The rate of contribution 
for the workers in all cases was Si- per cent. . 
of their wages,;. The contractors and managements 
were contributing amounts equal to those contributed 
by workers in S and 12 cases respectively,' The 
conditions of eligibility for be coming members 
of the Scheme were either 240 attendances in a 
year or one year’s continuous service, The 
accumulations were paid to workers as per the 
provis ions of the Employees * Provident Pund Scheme ,



Sub-group 17.- Of.the IS contractors» none 
had introduced any Provident Pund Scheme for 
the benefit of his workers. However, in respect 
of only four contractors the principal employers 
had extended the benefit of Provident Pund Schemes 
introduced for their direct workers to the 
workers of these contractors also. The rate of 
contribution for the 'workers as well as the 
management was 6£ per cent, of the wages of workers.
The conditions of eligibility for becoming members 
of the Provident Pund Schemes were either one 
year’s continuous service or 240 days’ attendance 
in a year. The repayment was made as per the 
Employees’ Provident Pund Scheme,'

Gratuity; Sub-group 1,- Of the 247 contractors» 
only two reported that they were paying gratuity 
to their workers, One was paying 10 months’ basic 
salary as gratuity to his workers only if they 
had worked for more than 10 years» whereasthe 
other &as paying it at the rate of 15 days’ wages 
for each completed year of service subject to a 
maximum of 15 months’ wages pnly* to those pexv-xanent 
employees who had put in at least 15 days’ service*

Sub-group ■II««» Hone of the 127 contractors 
paid any gratuity to his workersi

Sub-group 111,- Of the 71 contractors» only 
one paid gratuity at the rate of 15 days’ wages 
for every 240 days worked ’̂

Sub-group iy,~ Hone of the 18 contractors 
paid any gratuity to his workers.

Trade Unions«-— The information collected 
from the contractors covered underr the survey 
reveals that there w ere no exclusive trade unions 
of contract workers* However» workers of 10 
out of 465 contractors covered were members of 
unions of direct workers* • Sub-group-wise position 
is discussed belov;:—

Sub-group I*- Of the 247 contractors» five 
reported that their workers were members of the 
trade unions recognised by them. The percentage 
of contract workers, who were members of such 
unions, varied between 16 and 100,£



Sub-group II.~ Of the 127 can.tractors, 
only two r ©ported that their workers were 
members of the unions recognised by them«
The percentage of workers, who were members of 
such unions, varied between 80 and 1GQ,

Sub-group III.- Of the 71 contractors, 
only two reported that their entire workers 
were members of unions recognised by them«.

Sub-group IF«,- Of the 18 contractors, 
only one reported that about 25 per cent» of 
his workers were members of a union»

Industrial gelations«- The information 
collected during the survey is given below:-

Sub-group I»- Of the 247 contractors, 
only 55 had introduced some machinery of procedure 
for redressing the grievances of their workers.
The remaining 134 contractors solved the grievances 
of their workers personnally« Of the 55 contfactors, 
five got the grievances of their workers redressed 
through the labour Officer appointed by them? 
thirteen through their Site Engineers or Xabcur 
Officers or Departmental Heads? - thirteen through 
their Hateo/Sardars/Supervisorssctc.; four through 
the representatives of their workers or through 
the unions of which their workers were members? 
seventeen through their principal employers or 
their agents or their personnel departments ahd 
the remaining one,through the grievance committee 
or the Personnel Officer of the management«

Sub-group 11«~ Of the 127 contractor's, 
only 15 had introduced some machinery dr procedure 
for redressing the grievances of their workers«
The remaining 112 contractors were redressing .' 
the grievances of their workers personally« Of 
the 15 contractors, 5 got the grievances of their 
workers solved through headmen? two through the

•. unions of their wbork- workers?, six through the 
principal employers and the remaining two through 
the labour Officei’s/Works Committees of the 
factories«? ■ ■■ '



Sub-group III.- Of the 71 uontractors, 
only 11 reported that they had introduced 
some machineiy or set procedure for redressing 
the grievances of their workers. The remaining 
60 contractors were redressing the grievances 
of their workers themselves. Of the 11 contractors, 
as many as nine got the grievances of their 
workers redressed with the help of the principal 
employers whereas the remaining two got these 
redressed through the unions of their workers.

Sub-group 17.- Of the 18 contractors, 2 
redressed the grievances of their workers through

their representatives and in case of 
failure they used to refer the matter to the 
principal employers5 three redressed such 
grievances through the principal employers, 
whereas the remaining 13 contractors redressed 
the grievances of their workers themselves.

(The Ind ian lab our ¿Foumal, 
Vol.17, Ho.6, June 1963,

pp. 547-613 ).

’I»*



WeBt Bengal Shops and Establishments Act, 1965 
' TsZsat Bengal Act XIII of 1963)7

The West Bengal Shops and Establishments 
Bill (vide pages 3^-37 of the report of this 
Office for July 1962) as passed by the West 
Bengal legislature received the assent of the 
President on 2 April 1963 and has been gasetted 
as West Bengal Act XIII of 1963» The salient 
provisions of the Aot are summarised below.

Extent.- She Act extends to the whole of 
West Bengal, and shall come into force on such 
date as the State Government may, by notification, 
appoint.

Hours of Work.-» Ho person employed in a 
shop shall be required or permitted to work in 
such shop for more than eight hours and a half 
in any one day or for more than forty-eight hours 
in any one week or afte'r the hour of closing of 
such shop.

In no shop shall the hour of opening be 
earlier than eight of clock ante meridiem or 
the hour of closing be later than eight o’clock 
post meridiem^

Ho person employed in an establishment shall 
be required or pezmitted towork in such establish
ment for more than eight hours and a half in any 
one day or for more than forty-eight hours in 
any week or after the hour of closing of such 
establishment.

In no hotel,restaurant, eating-house, or 
cafe shall the hour of closing be later than 
eleven o’clock post meridiem.

Holidays.— In each week,- (a) every shop or 
commercial establishment shall remain entirely 
closed on, and (b) every person employed in a shop 
or an establishment shall, be allowed as holiday, 
at least one day and a half day next preceding or 
pext following such day.’:

Ho deduction on account of any holiday allowed 
shall be made from the .wages of any person employed 
•in a shop or an establishment, and even if such 
person is employed on the basis of ’no woite,no pay’, 
he shall be paid for such holiday the wages which 
he would have been entitled to had he not been

the holiday*



Young Persons,- Up young persodsmployed 
in a shop or an establishment shall belrequired 
or permitted to work in such shop or establishment 
for more than seven hours in any one day or for 
more than forty hours in any one week.

Ho child who has not completed the age of 
twelve years shall be employed in any shop or 
establishment«

Hight Work»- Ho young person shall be 
required or permitted to work in any choir or 
establishment after eight o’clock post meridiem 
and no woman shall be allowed or permitted to 
work -

(a) in any establishment for public entertain
ment or amusement other than a cinema or a theatre, 
after sis o1 clock post meridiem, or

(b) in any shop or commercial establishment, 
after eight o’clock post metidlem«

Leave.- A person employed in a shop or 
an establishment shall be entitledi

(a) for every completed year of continuous 
service, to privilege leave csi full pay for 
fourteen days,

(b) in every year, to siok leave on half 
pay for fourteen days on medical certificate 
obtained from a medical practitioner registered 
under the Bengal Medical Act, 1914, or any ohher 
law for thetime being in force,

(o') in every year, to casual leave on full 
pay for ten days, and

(d) in the case of women, to maternity leave 
in accordance with such rules as may be prescribed,

, 1 *
The privilege leave admissible may be 

accumulated up to a maximum of not more than 
twenty-eight days£

Sick leave admissible may b e accumulated > 
up to a maximum of not more than fifty-six dayas 5 anda

casual leave admissible shall not fee accumulated



WagBB*- All the wages payable to a person 
employed in a shop or an establishment shall be 
paid not later than the tenth day of the month 
immediately succeeding that in respect of which 
such wages are payable •

Termination»- Ko person shall) after 
completing one year of continuous service in 
any shop or establishment) have his services 
terminated) without sufficient cause, unless 
he has been given one month’s notice in writing 
or has been paid one month’s wages in lieu of 
such notice.

Other provisions of the Act deal inter alia 
with registration of shops and establishments, 
appointment of inspectors, their powers and duties, 
penalties and procedure,

The Act repeals the Bengal Shops and 
Establishments Act, 1940»

(The Calcutta Gasette, Extraordinary, 
2 April 1963, PP, 717-727 ).



52. Workers1 Welfare*Recreation and Workers1 
Education.

Mia - June 1965.

Draft Mines Creche Buies, 1965,

The Government of India published on 1 June 
1963 the draft Mines Creche Buies,19635 proposed 
to be made in exercise of the powers conferred 
under the Mines Act,1952•»' The rules require

• that the women- owner5 agent or manager of every 
mine v/hereia women are employed or were employed 
on any day of: the preceding twelve months * shall, 
construct there at a creche in accordance with 
the standards prescribed in the rules*

There shall be four types of creches according 
to the number of women employed as specified below:-

Standards for Creches

Eumber of Women 
of the preceding 
greater

currently employed on any day 
: twelve months whichever is

Type of creche
i

Coal Mines Metalliferous Mines notation Minimum 
Plinth 
are a( in 
square 
metres).

3$ Sr less. — 30 or less* A type.
I

27.5
11-50 ; — 51-100 B type • 90.0
51-100 -, — 101-200 C type . 140.0
More than 100. — More than 200*. B type * 325.0

Every creche shall conform to the following 
standards:—

. (i) It shall be contained in one building*
built of brick and mortar*"adequately lighted and 
properly ventilated and affording effective protec
tion from all kinds of weather : Provided that* 
with the previous permission in writing of the 
competent authority, it may b e built of any other 
material which the said authority may approve*-



(ii) It shall he constructed on a suitable 
site selected by the nine management with the 
previous approval of the competent authority.

(iii) The flooring shall he of cement or 
stone and the ceiling shall not he less than 4 
metres high from the floor.

(iv) The interior walls shall he lime^waghed 
once in sis months and the wood-work shall he • 
painted or varnished once In every three yoars.

(v) It shall he maintained in a clean and 
sanitary condition to the satisfaction of the 
inspecting staff? Provided that the competent 
authority may permit variations in the standards 
specified in clauses (iii) and (iv) having regard 
to local conditions.’

Other provisions of the rules deal inter alia 
with provision of latrines,bathroomsj medicines for 
first aid, cradles, cots beds, linen, feeding 
hotties, cooking utensils, and medical arrangements 
in each creche. Provision is also made for the 
employment at every creche staff on the scale 
prescribed in a schedule to the rule si

The draft rules will he taken into consideration 
by the Government on or after 2 September 1965.

(Notification No.GSE 942,dated 22 Hay
19635 the Gasette of India,Part IX» 
Sec .5, sub-seotion(i), 1 June 1965»

pp. 1050-1058 )♦

<L’
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53. Women's Work,
India - «Tune 1965.

Employment of Women during 1951-1961; 
19 Million Rise jn Humber of Working

Women.

According to a Press Trust of India 
message? statistic of women’s employment 
show that over 19 million women joined the 
working ranks in the countzy in a decade 
from 1951, In 1951 there were 40.4 million 
women working in various fields - agriculture, 
mining and manufacturing, construction» trade 
and commerce ,vtransport and communications 
and other services» Ten years later the figure 
rose to 59,5 million» Potable increase was 
in what is described as “primary sector” under, 
which name cultivators, agricultural labourers, 
and- other “agricultural activities“.; About 
16,3 million more women have been working in 
this sector since 1951» Cultivator class 
attracted the most - there were 33,1 million 
in 1961 as against 18,4 million in 1951< In 
the class of agricultural labourers the increase 
was 175 million s*from 12,7 million in 1951 
to 14.2 million iaT 1961, and in “other agricul
tural activities” only a slight increase from 
1.1 million to 1^2 million,'

By far the greatest increase was in this 
primary sector from 32,2 million in 1951 to 
48,5 million ten years later, Pext in rank is 
the “secondary sector” under which come mining 
and manufacturing^. Prom 3,1 million women

. woiking in 1951 their strength rose to 575
i in million^/ten years.



Ia the “tertiary sector” the increase was 
very much less then in the “secondary sector” - a 
mere .4 million in ten years. In 1961 the 
strength in this sector was 5,5 million women.
Under this sector com e construction, trade 
and commerce, transport and‘communications and 
“other services” •

Construction md field appears tb he not 
to the liking of women for there has been a decrease 
by 0,1 million from 0,3 million. A similar trend 
was noticed in trade and commerce, There has 
been a drop from 1,1 million to 0,8 million.
But tranport and communications neither attracted 
any women nor any women dropped out of the field*

/
The “other services” saw some appreciable 

increase from 3,6 million to 4,4 million women 
in 1961*

The pattern. for men, however, was different 
in that their ranks swelled in all fields, ; 
primary sector, of course, taking the leadi 
The entire sector showed an increase of 19,3 
million men My X96W

c
(The Statesmen, 10 June 1963)7
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56. Labour Administration.
India - June 1965,

Madras; Working of the Faotorie s Act » 1948 
during the Year 1961**, '

GoveTage She Fgotories Act ,1948 applies 
to all power factories employing ten or more 
persons and to all non-power factories employing 
twenty or more persons. She Act has been“extended 
by ¿notification under Section 85(1) of the Act, 
by Government td minor engineering factories 
to certain other categories of factories such as 
rice mills, oil mills, structural engineering 
workshops, etc,, employing less than ten workers 
with power and 20 Workers without power.

At the beginning of the year, 1061, there 
were 5,884 factories on the register, During 
the year, 437 factories were brought on the 
registers and 518 factories ■were removed from 
the registers. At the end of the year, 5,805 
factories were covered by the Act, of which 
5,615 factories were in commission",'

The details of factories in commission are 
given below;*

(1) factories using power and employing
10 or more persons (Section 2/il(i),---- 3,385

(2) factories not using power but employing
20 or more persons i — 461

(3) Minor factories employing less than
10 workers with power? — 725
and less than 20 workers without .
power (notified under Section 85(1).~ 544

Total, 5,615

* Heport o& the Working of the Factories Act in the 
State of Madras for the Year 1961; Printed by the 
Government Controller of Stationery and Printing^
Madras.on behalf of the Government of Madras, 1963. 
Price Ps.5*80nP* pp,241+4;,.



EmploymentThe average daily number of 
workers employed in the 5,615 factories which 
were in commission at the end of the year was 
524,418, (This figure Includes estimated average 
daily number of workers employed in factories 
in respect of which returns were not received)1.

All the units from which prescribed returns 
were received have worked 85,697,271 mandays,

There were 186 factories in the Public 
Sector (Government and local Fund factories) 
at the end of the year, employing, 41,228 as 
against 172 factories employing 59,754 workers 
in the previous year#

Health and Safety,» As in previous years 
special attention was paid by inspectors of 
factories to protect workers against industrial 
diseases and for maintenance.of their general 
health as in the previous year. Though it is 
the endeavour of the Inspectorate to do its 
best in this regard, it is strongly felt that 
this work should be attended to by a specialist 
in this particular field. The appointment of 
separate Medical Inspector of Factories is, 
therefore, considered essential and the,matter 
in pending consideration of the Government,

General standard of sanitation and cleanli
ness has be en. not iced in almost all factories,

/ Adequate steps were taken to mitigate dust 
nuisance, wherever necessary and also to prevent 
inhalation of dust by employees working in dusty 
process in factories such as textile mills, 
decorticating factories, tea and coffee curing 
factories'. It is felt that inspectorate should 
be provided with instruments to record dust 
count and a laboratory with necessaryr staff and 
equipment should be set up at Madras to investi
gate dust sampling^ T

Fencing and guarding; of machinery continued 
to receive the active attention of the inspectorate 
with the result that a major portion of, their time 
was devoted towards advising and instructing the 
managements of factories in the upkeep of {fences 
and guards. Inspectors have acted in their advisory 
capacity explaining the necessity and tÿpe of guasds 
to be provided in order to secure compliance with , 
the statutory provisions«; The advice tendered by 
the Inspectors of factories received the due attention 
from the, managements of factories and fencing gad , _ 
guarding.- guards for dangerous parts of machin ery9.etc«, 
were nrovided und mn-înTp-înod in-î-r»"! v we Xl in factories»;
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Hours of Work.-» Majority of the factories 
worked on the 43 hours per week basis with a 
working day of 8 hours each» Compliance with 
the provisions of the Act relating to hours of 
work was generally found to be satisfactory» 

Surprise visits by the inspectorate proved 
effective in several cases in controlling 
irregular employment beyond scheduled working 
hours or on weekly holidays.

Best intervals as required by section 55 
of the Factories Act,194Ss were given in all 
factories.

Weekly holidays Sundays or substituted 
weekly holidays were observed as w eekly holidays 
in all the factories except those &hat were 
exempted from the provisions of section 52 of 
the Act on account of the manufacturing process 
being of a continuous nature. Compensatory 
holidays for the weekly holidays so lost were 
given in all cases as required by section 53 
of the Act.

Wages and labour welfare«."» The report gives 
the wages rate prevalent for the various categories 
of workers in the various industries in the State 
and details of welfare amene ties like housing, 
canteens? medical facilities and education^

Accidents^ During 1961 the total number - 
of accidents in all factories subject to the

• Factories Act was 17,828 of which 21 were fatal.
The table below gives particulars of accidents 

from 1957? the rate of accidents per thousand workers 
and the accidents anàlysed according to age and 
sex groups*

l



Year Rate of 
accident 
per 1000 
workers•

Total, 
number of 
accidents.

Accidents analysed according 
to age and sex

Men Women Young 4
persons•

1957». 42.0 13,420 13,314 105 3
1958.. 51.9 16,571 16,484 87
1959.. 56,1 17,816 17,660 1 55 1
I960.. 52.1 16,680 16,565 117 «.
1961.. 55.3 17,828 17,687 140 1

Ab new factories are started with all the 
new hovel techniquesy the factory population has 
had little or no formal and enlightened induction 
into the mysteries of the mechanics of machine 
behaviour^ This and Ballad just me nt between man 
and machine resulted in accident through ignorance 
and through inexperience, Actually there sis is 
no set recognised practice of inductionto new 
workers on safety in the factories nor are there 
any method s of giv ing induct ion to workers 
transferred X°r promoted to one Job or other 
regarding the hazards in the new job to which 
they are assignedJ

Workers have developed habits of work which 
cannot be said to be safe judged from cannons of 
orthodox principle of safety.' These habits have 
to be built up and maintained^

The table below analyses all accidents with 
reference to their industrial origin;-

Industry. 1^60 1961
Fatal Mon— Fatal Mon-

Fatal«» Fatal.

Motor vehicles. — 2
J ■ '

4,657 « 3,588
Textiles. — 3 5,751 3,898
General Engineering.— 1,521 . 3 1,379
Railways• — 1 1,251 2 1,172
Matches. — ; — 819 ..«* 1,649
Sugar. — m 134 1 208
Cement. 1 242 1 255
Rest. —. 12 4.506 14 5.658

TOTAL. — 19 16,661 21 17.807



Patalaccidents*- There wore 21 fatalities 
ill 19&L notified wider the PactoriesAet, 1948» 
Their causation and number are classified belows-

Humber ofF&tal 
Accidents *

Machinery moved by power «•
(1) Bolts,ropes,etc. — 1
(2) lifting machinery. - ----- 1
(3) Circular saws. - ---- 1
<4-5 Struck by falling body. —— 3
(5) Palling from heights. —~ 3
(6) Palling into pits* —— 2
(7) Railways power shunted. ——> 1
(8) Pires. —— 1
(9) Explosion. —«* 6

(10) Electricity. —«- 1
(11) Others* ——  1

Total. , 21

Analysis by Causation*»« The analysis by 
casuatinn of the accidents which occurred in 
factories* analysed into eight causation group 
is furnished in table belows-

Patal and Hon-fatal accident classified under 
causation groups.

1960 1961
Struck by falling body* 2,602 3,184
Stepping on striking against

objects*; 1,829 2,500
Power driven machineiy. 2,099 2,367
Handling of goods. 3,202 3,408
Use of hand tools* 962 .1,227
Persons falling* 753 750
Molten or other hot 021

Corrosive substances*' 548 762
Miscellaneous. . . 4,685 3,130

Total. ■ 16,680" ~ 17,828
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It is seen that machinery accidents account 
for about 16.1 per cent, of th^total accidents;
This figure is far lower than tne figure of 19.3 
per cent, in United Kingdom, This low percentage 
is partly due to strict enforcement of the provisions 
of Chapter IV of the factories Act* More accidents 
are seen to be due to man failure than machine 
failure. In that the vzorker often did not replace 
the guard after inspection or adjustment, Safety 
mindedness has to be built up in the minds of the 
worker by education, training and appeal^ For 
most of the accident that arises due to non-machinery 
causes, there are ho suitable provision in the 
Factories Act under which remedical measures can 
be enforced. Uon-machinery accidents are generally 
due tos (i) Bad housekeeping! (ii) Use of hand tools; 
(iii) By fall of striking Bodies due to handling 
goods; (iy) Sad layout of factories and work place; 
and (v) Bad materials handling programmePeteV

Steps to minimise the rate of accidentsWith 
regard to the accidents in the non-machinery groups 
where no orders could be served and compliance with 
the orders statutorily Cannot be insisted upon, 
recommendatory memoranda are issued to the managements 
on special visits made by the Inspector of Factories 
(Accident Statistics and Besearch), wh-sae appointment 
sanctioned

His
service has been well received by the Factory , public 
and has had very good effect in charting oufrprogrammer 
of Accident prevention*' Further reduction in 
Accident rate depends largely on training the workers 
to work safely,/ And this training has to be imparted 
mostly to the supervisory personnel who controls 
the performance of the work of the operatives.'

In order to train the Supervisory personnel 
in correct concept of safety and accident prevention, 
the Inspector of Factories (Accident Statistics and. 
Besearch) conducted appreciation courses on Industrial 
Safety six in 192 ■middla number at the end of the 
period under reports Twelve factories have sent 
102 middle-management personnel to get trained 
in these courses.- These trained personnel are 
expected to train the workers under the><charge in 
their tumj -



During the yss? under report the Chief 
Inspector of Factories gave 19 talks on 
’Industrial Safety an d Accident Prevention’ 
to the workers, supervisors and managements 
of factories» The Inspector of Factories 
(Productivity) Hadr&s has addressed the parti
cipants of 6 courses on Industry Safety conducted 
during the year by this department on Industrial 
Safety, lay out of machinery, noise control, 
production control, material handling, increasing 
productivity, etc»

The management of factories employing more 
than 100 workers were requested to constitute 
safety committee in the factories in order that 
the causes of all accidents mere- can he investi
gated by the committee and suitable remedial 
action taken then and there;, Forty-five Safety 
committees have been formed up to the end of the 
period under report so far» It is hoped by ihis 
means of voluntary activity in accident prevention 
within the industry the interest of the employer 
employees and the supervisors will be guarded for 
promoting safety and ensuring accident prevention^ 
Steps are being taken to issue pamphlets in Tamil 
’Accident prevention in Factories*, for the use 
of the workers, as there, is no literature in 
Tamil available on "lüduötriäl. safety# Visual 
aids play a prominent role in safety and educating 
the workers and attempts are being made to build 
up a library of slides,,, film strips and films 
on Safety#

Arrangements are being made to give talks 
on Safety to industrial workers through All-India 
Eadio under the workers Programme,« Good accident 
Prevention programme concern itself with all 
the three ease engineering, enforcement and 
education and it is hoped with the emphasis on 
education bafety consciousness can be built up 
and thereby incidence of accidents can be brcught 
down in due course# ,

Inspe ctionf«■Out of 5,805 factories which 
were on the registers during the year 1961,
2,261 factories weCr® inspected once., 2,,656 factories 
Wore inspected twice, 410 factories thrice and 
65 factories more than ihree timep^'



The Inspectors also made 4>241 Sunday 
inspections, surprise inspections and special 
inspections and ni^xt visits to factories to 
check employment of workers outside the 
specified hours of work and on their weekly 
holidays. They also inspected 1,124 unregistered 
factories,

The managers of 191 factories vvere prosecuted 
during the year as against the managers of 186 
factories prosecuted during the year I960 for 
non-compliance of various provisions of the 
Factories Act,1948, Three hundred sisty-sis 
prosecutions were launched against them and 
328 cases ended in convictions.

Madras Maternity Benefit Act,— The number 
of factories which employed■women and the average 
daily number bf wokfe women employed therein 
during 1961 were 2,096 and 39,827 respectively 
as against 2,183 and 42,474 respectively during 
the previous year," One thousand five hundred 
and eighty-nine claims were made for the grant 
of maternity benefits during the year as against / 
1,866 in I960, One thousand three hundred and 
nineteen claims were accepted and the total amount 
of maternity benefit paid by the employers of 
women workers exclusive of benefits paid by the 
Employees’ State Insurance Corporation was 
Hsi 100j754»96 nF» during the year as against 
Hs7 121,393.96 nF»? during 1960£

(The Working of the Act during I960 was 
reviewed at pages 88-92 of the Eeport of this 
Office for Sgptember-October 1962 ),
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Authorities«
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Madrass Working of the Payment of Wages Act« 
3-936, during the Year 1961».

The following is a brief reviev/ of the 
Report on the Working of the Payment of Wages 
Aot,1936, during the 1961 published by the 
Government of Madras»;

Extent of application»«- The Payment of 
Wages Act applies to the payment of wages to 
persons employed in all factories as defined 
in the Factories Act? 1948 including those 
notified as "Factories” under section 85(i) of 
the Factories Act,1948 and to the persons 
employed upon any Railway by a Railway Admini
stration or by persons fulfilling a contract 
with a Railway Administration." The Act has 
also been extended and made applicable to all 
classes of persons employed in plantations, 
motor omnibus services, catering establishments, 
beedit Industrial premises in the State, The 
Act is not applicable to persons whose wages 
exceed Rs»400 in a wage period (a month),:

Time of payment of wages»— Section 5 of the Act 
£ requiring ¿¿the employers to pay the wages before the expiry

of the seventh day in the case of those industrial 
establishments employing less than 1,000 persons 
and before the expiry of the tenth day in respect 
of other establishments, was generally complied 
with.

* Report on the Working of the Payment of Wages 
Act, 1936 in the State of Madras for the Year 
1961: Printed by the Controller of Stationery 
and Printing?Madiae, on behalf of the Government 
of Madras, 1963: price Rs.l>95nP. pp,55,'



Seduction from Wages,— Deductionsmade 
from the wages of the workers under section 
7(2) of the Payment of Wages Act,1956» the 
number of cases and the amount so deducted, 
during the year are furnished below¡-

ITature of deductions. Humber Amount •
of cases.

Rs. nP,
I. Factories s-

(a) Fines ---- 65,054 31,881.32
(b) Damage or loss of goods,13,654 11,656,12
(c) For breach of contract, 688 9,830*24

II. Plantations s-
(a) Fines —— 411
(b) Damage or loss of goods. 133
(c) For breach of contract, 172

429.00
209.87
913*97

III, Catering Establishments s-
(b) Damage or loss of goods. 155 729.32

There were 159 claims arising out of deductions 
from wages and delayed payment of wages pending 
With the authorities imder section 15 of the 
Payment of Wages Act ,1936, at the commencement of 
the year J Seven hundred and nineteen cases were 
filed during the year 1961« Of the eight hundred 
and seventy-eight cases, five hundred and thirty-seven 
cases were disposed off during the year.- The total 
amount claimed as non-payment of wages and un- ; 
authorised deductions from wages was Rs«264,538.86nP. 
The amounts directed to be paid in cases disposed 
off during the year was Ps,19,867.60 nP< by way 
of ¿wages Es»555*00nP*by way of compensation and 
B3» 89.00 nP. by way of cost>.

Atthe commencement of the year action in 
respect of nine applications for recovery of 
amounts awardêd by the authorities under section 
15 of the Act was pending. Twenty-six applications 
were received during the year. Twenty—three cases 
were disposed off during the year and twelve 
cases were pânding at the end of the year;»



?

Registers and notices»-. The prescribed 
registers and notices under the Act and Suies 
were maintained and exhibited generally in nil 
factories, plantations and other industrial 
establishments to which the provisions apply.

Inspections and prosecutions»- Inspections 
under the Act were carried out by the Inspectors 
of Factories and Assistant Inspectors of Factories 
in respect of f get dries covered by the Factories 
Act, 19489 and by the Inspectors of Plantations' 
in respect of plantations covered by the Plantations 
labour Act,1951, during the course of their regular 
inspections under the Factories Act and Plantations 
labour Act, respectively^' In respect of other ' 
industrial establishments, ouch as motor omnibus 
services, beedi industrial premises and eatering 
establishments,etc,, inspections were carried out 
by the Assistant inspectors of laMur and Inspectors 
of labour^ Special visits were also made by thé 
Inspectors to enquire into complaints of non-payment 
of wages, delayed payment of wages and unauthorised 
deductions from the wages of workersy,

luring the year under report twelve prosecutions 
were launched ' against the paymasters for their 
failure to display, the required notices and to 
maintain the prescribed registers and disposed 
off à A sum of Es¿195 was realised as finey

Returns*— Out of 5,805 factories on the 
registers, 5, ¿15 factories were in commission 
during the year 1961, of which 4,256 factories 
submitted the annual returns^ ; 1

Out of 265 plantations covered by the’ Plantations 
labour Act,1951 and to which the provisions of the 
Payment of Wages Act have been extended, 212 planta
tions submitted annual returns^

Out of 9,696 catering establishments covered 
by the Ifedras Catering Establishre nts Act,1958 
and to which the provisions of the Payment of Wages 
Act have been extended, 5,656 catering establishments 
submitted the annual returns^

Out of 653 motor omnibus services establishments, 
152 establishments submitted annual returns*} '

The pEsrentages of factories, plantations;, 
catering establishments and motor omhibus services 
which submmitted returns in-time works out to 
75«8 per cent, 80.6 per cent*,; 58*5 per cent and 
25 per cent» respectively^.



Number of persons employed.- Average number 
of persons employed during the year in factories, 
plantations, catering establishments, and motor 
omnibus services are furnished below:—

Category. Average number of 
persons employed.

1, Factories 281,521
2i Plantations — 70,889
3» Catering Establishments, 33,320
4, Motor omnibus services“ 1,726

Wages »“ Gross wagea including deductions
paid to the persons employed in the following 
categories of industrial establishments were:

Category, Cross wages 
including 
deductions paid, >

Rs* nP^ . \

1, Factories —
2i Plant at ions* —,, 36,491,974.41
3*' Catering establishments — 16,981,686,29
4V Motor omnibus services^ — 2,242,280.45

Payment of bonus and bther concessions offered 
to the workers during the year amounted to:

Rs. nP.

1» Factories . — 26,916,309»08 
2* Plantations — 2,999,012*56 
3» Catering establishments “ — 1,265,557.39 
4« Motor omnibus services — 137,653*78
(b) Money value of concession offered:—
1» Factories ■— 585,649*68
2. Plantations * ' — 383,486 »75 
3* Catering Establishments. — 3,920,691*80 
4« Motor omnibus services — 94,977*00



9

Rb. nP.
(c) Cash allowance including dearness allowance;««

1. Factories
2. Plantaticns
3. Catering establishments
4. Motor omnibus services

(a) Arrears of wages paid;-
1. Factories
2• Plantations
3, Catering establishments
4. Motor omnibus services

—. 147,382»532.93 
— 5,623,543¿36

554,848.88 
478,669*94

2,021,667.71
186,105.06
30,851.43

200.00

Í

v¿»
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Industrial Disputes (Madras Amendment)Act, 1965
(Madras Act Ho. 9 of 1963).

The Government of Madras gasetted on 
29 May 1963 5 the text of the Industrial 
Disputes A@ (Madras Amendment) Act$1963, 
of the Madras Degisalture, The Act which 
received the assent of the President on 
26 May 1963d amends the Pirst Schedule to 
the Industrial Disputes Aet,1947$ by adding 
after item 10 of the Schedule the following 
items:

” 11, leather
12, Oxygen and acetylene”,

(Port St»George Gasette, Part IV,Sec,4, 
29 May 1963^ page 47

»1»



CHAPTER 8, MANPOWER PROBLEMS,

IHD.IA - JURE 1965*
81, Employment Situation»

Employment Exchanges: Working; during May 1963,

Accoidingto the Review on the principal 
activities of the Directorate-General of Employment 
and Training for the month of May 1963, the"position 
of registrations, placements, live register, 
vacancies notified and employers using employment 
exchanges is shown in the following table g*

April
1963

Kay
1963

Increase or 
decrease 

(+) or (-)

Registrations -r 556,511 358,677 + 2,166
Placements 41,044 4-6,144 4- 5,100
Dive Register «-«- 2,562,834 2633,197 + 70,363
Vacancies Notified— ' 8Q,247 87,711 + 7,464 |
Employers using \ «, ...

Exchanges< - • \ 12,545 13,568 + 1,023

Shortages and SurplusesThere has been no 
marked variations in the pattern of shortages and 
surpluses of manpower during the month under report 
when compared with the previous month* Shortage was 
experienced in respect of typists, stenographers,nurses, 
mid wives, compounders, doctors,, physical training , 
instructors., trained tegchere, overseers, engineers^ 
fitters, skilled turners and electricians«, Surpluses 
continued to persist in respect of clerks,, untrained 
teachers', ’unskilled office workers and unskilled 
labourers?



Collection of Employment Market Information.»» 
Seventy' Employment Market Report relating to 
different areas in different States were issued 
during the month-, The following additional 
reports were also issued by the State Employment 
Market Information units during this months

1® Report on Shortage Occupations, 6
2, Quarterly Employment Regie ws, 6
5, Report on Employment in the Public 

Sector® 2

Besides the above, All India Quarterly Report 
on Employment in the Public Sector for the quarter 
ended December 1962 and Report on Shortage Occupations 
relating to the same quarter were issued by this 
Directorate General during May 1965«

Guidance
\ Vocational/and Youth Employment Chiselling:,-

One more Vocational Guidance Section has started
/ functioning in theEmployment Exchange at Bufdwan with 
I effect from May 1965» thus raising the total number 
) of Vocational Guidance Sections in the employment 
( exchanges to 114®

Aptitude test was administered at Industrial 
Training Institute, Pusa and Arab-ki-Sarai for the 
purposes of validation® The first meeting of the 
Advisory Committee for Craftsmen Aptitude Tests 2 
Was held at the D>G<E^& 3^?oa2l and 25 May 1965®

Gorakhpur Labour OrganisationDuring the • 
month9' the Gorakhpur labour Organisation despatched 
146 workers to various work-sites^ 'f

Deployment of surplus/retrenched personnel»— 
During'the month 524 persons retrenched from the 
various River Valley and Steel Projects and 
Government Establishments were registered^ Two 
hundred eighty-two persons were found’ employment,
A detailed statement showing the number of retrenched 
persons registered and placed and the number of 
persons awaiting assistance is given belows—



Hame of the Projects Ho. Ho.
await- ret- 
ing ren- 
assis- ched 
tance dur
ât the ing 
end of the 
May month 
1965.

Ho. of Ho. Ho. Ho.
retren- pia left awaiting

che d ced Indi assistanceperson- dur- cat- at the end
nel ing ting of the
(includ-the no month.
iag those mo-desire
left nth. for
volun employ
tarily) ment
registered assistance.
during 

the month 
for employ
ment assist
ance *

1 2 3 4 5 .6. 7
1. Dampdar Valley

Corporation. 304 3 3 29 - 278
2 • Bhakra Hangal

Project? 19 . 1 1 — 9 11
3* Bhilai Steel

; Pro ject. 2,376 469 160 8 2677
28 547

4. Dnrgapur Steel 
; Project; 525 5

Special Cell of
Ministry of Home

Affairs» I»-535 ' 23 23

4

89 71)01- 
ass I 
& II

1196)Cl
ass III

.& IV

Total; 4,555 30 524 282 17 4780

(Eeview on the Principal Activities of the
Directorate General of Employment and 
Training for the month of Moy 1963s 
Mjr-in-hTy of DabbuBand Employment j 
Government of India, Hew Delhi ) #
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Labour Ministry8 a Training Schemes Working
during May 1963»

According to theEeview of the Activities 
of the Lireotorate General of Employment and 
Training forths month of May 1963? there were 
231 institutes for training of craftsmen5 85 
undertakings imparting’"apprentieeship training 
and 21 centres holding part-time classes for 
industrial workers»’ The total number of seats 
stood at 65j492 and the total number of persons 
undergoing training was 53» 519#

Craftsmen Training Schemes »— During the 
month of May 1963» 7Ö4 seats have been sanctioned
under the Craftsmen Training Scheme 4 The progressive1 
total of seats sanctioned under various training 
schemes and the number of new Industrial Iraiing 
Institutes sanctioned during the Third Eive-Year 
Han is given belows-
1» Craftsmen Training Scheme: 55?400 seats'»
2» Part-time courses for Industrial

Worker si ■—* r 2? 745 seats»
3» Apprenticeship Scheme : 2/787 seats»
4» Ko«of new l,T»Is* sanctioned*. 138 I.T»Is.

Equipment/« A statement showing/¿he progressive - 
position of equipment received for various Central 
Training Institutes for Instructors during May 1963? 
is given below?*-



n/

ITame of Centre, Value of equipment Value of Equip- 
stipulated in the ment received 
Aid (m millions), upto May 1963

(in Millions).
5s. Ks>

C.T.I. Calcutta, —» 1,733 1.650
C.T*I. Kanpur. — 1,390 1.088

C.T.I. Madras. — 1.390 0.065
C.T.I. Bombay. 1,704- 1.426

(Eegiew on the Principal Activities 
of the Direotorate-General of 
Employment and Training for the 
Month of Hay 1963 s Ministry of 
labour and Employment, Government of 
India, Hew Delhi )> ,

»1»

i
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Blind Children to attend School with TTormal 
Children; Government to Introduce Hew Scheme»

According to the Special Representative of 
the Statesman, Delhi, the Union Minis try of 
Education will shortly introduce a scheme to 
rehabilitate the blind»

The scheme was drawn up at the Second Asian 
Conference on Work for the Blind held at Kuala 
Lumpur on 20-3$ May 1963» The Conference was 
sponsored by the American foundation 0rOverseas 
Blind. The Joint Educational Adviser, .'Ministry 
of Educations attended the Conference on. behalf 
of the Government of/India» The IDO expert . 
attached to the Government of India’s Training 1 , 
Centre, for Adult Blinds also attended the Conference 
by special invitations

The Scheme will be introduced in collaboration 
with the Royal Commonwealth Society for the: Blind, 
the American foundation for Overseas Blind and 
the World Council for the Welfare of the Blind»'

The new Scheme is aimed chiefly at educating 
blind children who form.25 per cent* of the blind 
population in the country — a surprisingly large 
proportion compared with other countries i Wider 
the Scheme.blind children will go to school with 
normal children» This will reduce, the cost of. 
teaching a blind child to . a tenth of what it is . i
today in residential schools and will enable the 
authorities to educate; 5,5Q0 more blind children; 
in the nest five years»- But ¿his, together with 
the 4,500 now studying in the 100 residential 
schools for t|ie blind, will only add dp to 10,000 
children.a mere 2 per. cent, of the total«. It 
is proposed to: accelerate the implementation of 
the scheme after 1968£ .

!



The scheme will he introduced in 300 schools. 
An extra teacher will he employed in. each school 
to tegch blind children Braille*

The success of the Ehansa farm for the blind 
in Gujarat has encouraged the Government to 
consider the setting up of five similar centres 
in the States in the next five years* The Phansa 
farm, started tkree years ago, trains 50 blind 
people every year in farming and helps them to 
settle down as farmers*

(The Statesman, 14 June,1963)•

?
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Employees' Provident Bunds (Amendment) Bill,1963.

Shri Gulsarilal Eanda, Minister for Labour 
and Employment, Government ' of liidia, intraducod 
on 4 May 1963? in the Bajya Sabha a Bill to 
amend the Employées» Provident Bunds Act,1952* 
According to the Statement of Objects and Seasons 
of the Bill? the Employees! Provident Bunds Att, 
1952, which'provides for the institution, of 
compulsory contributory provident fund for employees 
in factories and other establishments and which 
was initially applied to sis industries, now 
covers 71 industries and classes of establishments 
and over 3» 5 million of workers. Ihirther 5 
industriesland classes of establishments:are being 
covered under the Act from 50 April 1963? and 
3 more will be covered from 31 May 1963? bringing 
the total number of industries and classes of 
establishments covered to 79» ®his Bill seeks to 
remove certain difficulties experienced in the 
working of the Act y , ,

Employees employed by or through a contractor 
are covered under the definition of ”employee” 
given in the Act, but there is no specific provision 
in the Act making the employer responsible few 
complying with the provisions of the Act in 
relation to employees of a contractor«. The Supreme 
Court decided in March 1962? that.the provisisions 
made in this regard in the Employees* Erovident 
Bunds Scheme,1952.? framed under the Act? were 
unconstitutional and void mainly for the following 
reasonsî-

, (i) that there is no provision enabling the 
employer to recover the amount of contributions 
from the employees employed by or through the 
contractor; and

(ii) that there is no obligation on the 
contractor to pay to the employer the amounts 
paid by the employer; on account of the employees 
of the contractor* . /



Ab a regult of this decision, the provident 
fund benefits since then have been available only 
to the employees employed directly by the employer 
and not to the employees employed by or through 
a contraotor;. This situation has led to discontent 
among the employees employed by or throu^i contractors, 
who were enjoying the provident fund benefits under 
theScheme prior to Itech 1962. It is, therefore, 
proposed to amend the Act to extend the benefit to 
the employees employed by or through a contractor 
as well and to enable the employer to recover the 
contributions from the contractor.

It is also proposed to make some other 
amendments, which are felt necessary and the 
more important of these relate to —

(i) extending the benefit of protection 
from attachment of provident fund to certain 
employees exempted from the operation of the 
Scheme who are at present not entitled to such 
protection;

(ii) substituting for the definition of the 
term ’manufacture*, the definition of the term 
’manufacture* and * manufacturing process’ on 
the lines of the comprehensive definition of 
the term ’manufacturing process’ embodied in 
the factories Act,1948?

•I
(iii) making detailed provisions for the 

constitution of a Central Board of trustees for, 
administering the Employees’ Provident Bund and 
also for recruitment Of certain officers of the 
Employees’ Provident Bund Organisation by the 
Central Government in consultation with the 
Union Public Service Commission;

(iv) empowering the Central, Deputy and 
Regional Provident Pund Commissioners to determine 
the provident fund dues and other charges recoverable 
from an establishment and conferring on. Pro vident 
Bund Inspectors powers of search and eeisure -ef H" 
the proper implementation of the Act;

(v) prescribing uniform conditions for all 
cases of exemptions permitted under the Act from 
the operation’of the’Scheme;



(vi) providing for -the transfer and 
acceptance of provident fund accumulations 
from the Employees* Provident Puna to a 
recognised provident fund and vice versa 
where an employee leaves one fund and ¡joins 
another7

The Bill seeks to give effect to the 
above proposals»

(The Gazette of India,Extraordinary, 
Part IIj Sec »2, 4 May 1965,

pp, 415-425 ),

»1*



Madras: Employees1 State Insurance Scheme
extended to Certain Areas in the State

In exercise of the powers conferred under 
the Employees* State Insurance Act, 1948, the 
Central Government has appointed 50 June 1963, 
as the date on which the previsions of Chapter 
IV (except sections 44 and 45 which have already 
"been brought into force), and Chapters Y and YI 
(except sub-section (1) of section 76 and sections 
77, 78, 79 and 81 which have already been brought 
into force) of the said Act shall come into force 
in the following areas of Mettupalayam in the 
State of Madras, namely:«

The areas comprised within the revenue 
villages of:

(a) Chikkadasampalayams '
(b) Odanthurai? and

(c) Sirumugai
in Avanashi taluk, in Coimbatore districts

(Notification SO 1779 dated 24 JuneJL963$ 
the Gazdtte of India, Part II,Sec.3»
sub-sec.(ii),29 June 1963,page 2059).

»I*



CHAPTER 11. SAPETY ARD HEALTH.

IHDIA - JURE 1963#
t——mWBPuW«*i ».I.m.1.11 ijr.^m .“■»»»<

111. General.

Mines Safety Equipment Advisory Board set up.

A Resolution dated 7 June 1963 of the 
Ministry of Labour and Employment says that 
the Committee on Mines Safety Equipment, set up 
in pursuance of a recommendation of the Conference 
on Safety in Mines held in 1959 s observed in their 
Report that the problem of making available to the 
mining industry all the equipment. and material 
necessary for its safe working involves a number 
of diverse factors^ On the one hand it is necessary 
to ensure that, in the various schemes for industrial 
development of the country, due place and priority 
is given to the manufacture of mine safety equipment 
and material; on the other hand, it is equally vital 
that the requirements of ouch equipment, as are' not 
manufactured within the Country, are met speedily, 
and in full, through imports. The Committee therefore 
recommended the setting up of a standing Mines Safety 
Equipment Advisory Board, composed inter alia of 
representatives of mine owners, mine managers, mine 
workers and the Government Departments concerned 
for keeping this problem constantly under review*

The Government of India has given careful 
consideration to the recommendation andhas decided 
that an Advisory Board should be set up on the 
lines recommended by the Committee as follows:

The Chief Inspector of Mines will be the 
Chairman of the Board and a Regional Inspector of 
Mines, nominated by the Chief Inspector, will be 
its Secretary. The Board, in addition will have 
20 members,, two to be nominated by the Indian.
Rational Trade Union Congress,Rew Delhi, and one 
each from Government Mining Departments and 
Employers’ ana Workers’ Organisations.



The functions of the Board would be:~
(l) to make annual assessments of future 

requirements of mine safety equipment and 
material5

(2) to keep track of the progress of 
indigenous production of such equipment and 
material;

(5) to review the position regarding import 
of such equipment and material^ and

(4) generally to advise on the availability 
of mine safety equipment",'

(The Gazette of India, Bart I,Sec. 1, 
22 June 1965, pp, 251-252 ),

’1»
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